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ABSTJRACT 

This paper deals with stochastic an叫ysisof slow drift responses(forces and 
motions) of floating structures moored in random seas and their statistical pre-
dictions. First the study review for slow drift forces causing the slow drift motion 
is described, and four problems which ・must be solved in future are discussed. 
Second it is shown that nonlinear responses (total second order responses) in-
eluding the slow drift responses can be represented by a two term Volterra 
functional series. Physical meanings of kernel functions in the functional series 
are investigated from a viewpoint of t1•ansfer functions(or frequency response 
functions). It is shown that the kernel functions can be estimated not only 
from bispectral analyses of experiment叫databut also by numerical calculations 
based on the potential theory. Furthermore on the basis of the mathematical 
fact that the second term in theVolterra,functional series can be expressed by an 
equivalent linear process of instantaneous wave power in stochastic sense, new 
functional model is developed. This is涵 edon the Wiener filter theory♦ This 

model is used to solve the problems excluded in the investigations obtained up 
to now. The problems are as folows: a) Hydrodyna1nic forces of slow drift mo-
tion in still water are modified in waves; b) Newman-Pinkster's approximation 
for slowly varying drift forces does not satisfy the condition of physical causal— 
ity. Comparisons between simulated results and experimental ones have been 
conducted in both frequency and time domains.. Main results are as follows: 1) 
Viscous drift force exists in addition to the drift force driven from the poten-
tial theory and it becomes significant compared with the potential drift force 
for large wave height. It is shown that the approximate method which takes 
in to account the viscous drift force; 2) The hydrodynamic forces of slow drift 
motions are. ified in waves and this phenomenon is caused not only by the 
wave drift damping (speed dependence of added resistance in waves) but also 
by increase of viscous damping force in waves. The ratio between the damping 
force in waves and that in still water was not more than 1.6 in the experiments 
which we carried out during this research project. But the problem why the 
hydrodynamic forces in still water are modified in waves remains completely 
unsolved; 3) It has been confirmed that tl~e experimental and simulated results 
are in good agreement with each other provided we know how much the added 
mass and the damping forces in still wa,ter are modified in waves. 

Finally a theory of probability density functions (p.d.f.'s) is developed for an 
instantaneous total second order response and its maxima, in order to predict 
1/n th highest mean amplitudes and extreme statistics of total second order 
responses. New formula for the total second order p.dふ’swhich include not 
only quadratic but also linear responses,, are derived. These p.d.f.'s can be rep-
resented by the generalized Laguerre polynomials of which the first term is a 
Gamma p.d.f. consisting of three parameters. Assuming that the response 
and its time derivative processes are mutually independent, the 1/n th highest 
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mean amplitude can be evaluated numerically from the derivative of the instan-
紐neousresponse p.d.f.. This method is:first applied to the sway motions of 
moored:floating semi-circular and rectangular two dimensional cylinders, and 
the applicability of the method is studied by comparisons with Naess'exact so-
lu tion. The variation of the 1 /n th highest mean amplitude of the total second 
order response is then investigated following increases in damping and restoring 
forces. And comparisons between the experimental results and the estimated 
ones obtained from the present theory are carried out. The applicability of the 
present theory has been con:firmed. The results are as follows: 1) It is con:firmed 
through comparisons with_ Naess'exactsolution that the present method is an 
accurate approximation for pure second order responses(slow drift responses); 
2) The p.d.f. of the total second order response differs from that of the pure 
second order response. In fact it becorr1es a widely-banded distribution with an 
increase in the damping coefficient. Additionally it signi:ficantly deviates from 
Gaussian p.d.f.; 3) It is con:firmed that the usual prediction method based on 
the Longuet-Higgns'method s油 i:ficautlyunderestimates the measured results 
while the present method estimates them very well. And it is shown that the 
extreme response of the total second order response is greater than that based 
on the assumption of the pure second order response. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

A floating city and a floating airport interest people more than before, and 
floating drilling rigs are forced to operate under severe environmental conditions. 
The accurate estimation of motions and wave forces acting on these structures 
is important for economical and safety design of these structures1),2),3),4). For 
instance, an accurate motion prediction its required to evaluate the workability 
of the structure and the predictions of mooring forces and horizontal excursions 
are needed to design the safety mooriug system. Since all of these responses 
are random variables, these evaluations must be conducted by extreme values 
of the responses. In order to obtain the extreme statistics of these random 
responses, instantaneous and peak probability density functions are required. 
If the probability density functions (p.d.f.'s) are obtained, short term and long 
term predictions of the responses of the structure become possible5). 

There are two methods for obtaining peak p.d.f.'s6). The one is deterministic, 
and the other is nondeterministic. For both methods, frequency response func-
tions of exciting forces to incident waves and hydrodynamic forces (i.e. added 
mass and damping force coefficients) ilLre required. In the case of ships, many 
studies have already been reported for t}:lese hydrodynamic problems. For ex-
ample, there is the strip method7),B) as a popular calculation method, and detail 
investigations9),l0) for the accuracy of the strip method have sufficiently been 
made. There is the three dimensional source distribution method ll) to get an 
exact solution for ideal fluid flow. (But th~ validation is still required) 

The deterministic manner is summarized as follows: 
The wave force time history in random seas is obtained from the wave force 

frequency response function and the random wave time history and the mo-
tion time series is numerically calculated by solving a motion equation in time 
domain. By the statistical analysis of the motion time history, a histogram cor-
responding to a peak p.d.f. is obtained. The merits of this manner are that the 
motion time history can be obtained even if the motion equation is nonlinear 
and that the peak p.d.f. can be found out without calculating the motion fre-
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quency response function. However since the statistical values obtained in this 

way are nothing but one sample in statistical sense, numerous calculations are 

required to get stable statistical values:. Namely, in order to reduce a scatter 

of statistical values, it is necessary to get ensemble of sample statistical values 

obtained from many calculations of motion time histories. Even if the Ergod-

icity is assumed, statistical analysis of a motion time history with an infinite 

duration is required to get ensemble statistical values.. Thus it is remarkably 

difficult to get ensemble statistical values by using the deterministic manner. 

Another problem in the deterministic manner is a frequency dependency 

of hydrodynamic coefficients in the motion equation. Since the hydrodynamic 

coefficients of the motion ・equation is a function of wave frequencies in general, 

exactly speaking, the motion equation becomes a differential-integral equation. 

It is very difficult to solve the equation in time domain since the hydrodynamic 

coefficient in an infinite frequency is required. 
While, on the nondeterministic manner, Cartwright and Longuet-Higgins12) 

have shown that the peak p.d.f. fo:r linear responses can be represented by 

a response variance and a band width parameter. Thus in the case of linear 

responses, the peak p.d.f. can be obtained analytically if a frequency response 

function is found out. 
In the field of ship and ocean engineering, most responses can be regarded 

as linear, but some can not, of which nonlinear components become significant. 

Nonline匹 itiesof wave excitations or a, motion response functions to external 

forces should be considered. For floating offshore structures, it is usual that 

both nonlinear phenomena happen. As an example of the former phenomenon, 

wave drift forces in regular waves and slowly varying drift forces in irregular 

waves must be considered1 and as an example of the latter viscous damping 

forces and mooring forces must be considered. 

It ha~ been considered that the slowly varying drift forces in irregular waves 
occur by ・the following reason: 

Because of the nonlinearity of the wave drift force, the existence of two waves 

of different frequencies always implies the existence of wave excitations at the 

sum and difference frequencies. The latter frequency may occur near the reso-

nance frequency of the floating structu:re moored in horizontal motions. And if 

the damping is low(as it is usually in such motions), a highly tuned resonance 

motion must be expected even though 1;he low-frequency force is generally small 

in magnitude. Accordingly, the motion of a floating structure moored in ir-

regular waves consists of sum of a slowly varying component and a component 

oscillating at wave frequencies. The spectrum of this time history has two peaks. 

The one peak occurs within the wave: frequency range and the other occurs be-

low the lowest frequency (close to resonance frequency) at which there is any 

significant energy in the incident waves. For the combined responses with a low 

and wave frequency components (i.e. total second order response), in general, 

maxima and minima are not equal, so the probabilities of them are different. 

Thus in order to analyze statistically such nonlinear responses, new approach is 
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required. 

The application of probability theory to this problem was accomplished by 

Neal13). He assumed that a nonlinear response could be represented by a two 

term Volterra functional series, and he provided a closed form for a characteristic 

function(c.f.) of the response by using the Kac and Siegert method 14) (K-S 

method). According to K-S method, the problem of obtaining a c.f. for a 
random variable, which is represented by the sum of linear and quadratic forms 

of Gaussian random variables with mutual independence, can be red u.ced to 

a problem of solving eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of an integral equation. 

Since a probability density function (p.d.f.) of the response corresponds to an 

inverse Fourier transform of the c.f., Ne叫'smethod gives important information 

to estimate the p.d.f. of the nonlinear response to second order. This p.d.f., 

however, cannot be generally expressed in a closed form. 
Naess15),l6),t7) introduced a slow drHt approximation and a pure quadratic 

response approximation to obtain the second order response p.d.f., and showed 

that the resulting eigenvalue problem generated a set of equal double eigenval-

ues. The p.d.f. of the response can be obtained by his approximations except 

when the equal double eigenvalues exist. Equal double eigenvalues may occur 

because a large number of eigenvalues are needed to describe a highly tuned 

response as shown by the authors et al18). Included are many nearly zero eigen-

values, thus caution is required. The Naess'method requires a pure quadratic 

response. 
Vinje19)邸 sumedthat the considered nonlinear response is weakly nonlinear 

and the p.d.f. is close to a Gaussian p.d.f., and he provided the series form of 

the p.d.f. from Taylor expansions of cumulants. His method is a kind of the 

approxiniate method c叫ledthe Gram-Charlier expansion(or Edgeworth expan-

sion). 
N aess'method can be applied to obtain the instantaneous p.d.f. of the 

nonlinear response, but cannot be applied to get the peak p.d.f. while the 

Vinje's method can. In order to get the peak p.d.f. of the nonlinear response, 

a joint p.d.f. of response acceleration1, velocity, and displacement is needed. 

But it is very difficult to exactly obtain this p.d.f. and some approximation is 

required. Hineno20) applied the Vinje's method to the peak p.d.f. of nonlinear 

responses and obtained a series form(Hermite polynomial series). Recently 

Naess21) developed the SRSS (Square Root form of Sum of Squares) method, 

which is the method that the extreme statistical values can be represented by 

the square root form of sum of squares of stochastic variables, and applied it to 

get the extreme response of the nonline匹 response.But theoretical background 

is not clear. 
Besides these studies, Yamanouchi22) studied on nonlinear roll spectrum, 

and he investigated the relationship bet:ween the degree of nonlinearity and roll 

spectrum. And Roberts23),24) obtained the approximate steady p.d.f.'s by means 

of Fokker-Planck equation method (or stoch邸 ticdifferential equation method). 

This is a promising method in future, but h邸 thedefects that the external force 
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is limited only to. white noise and it is di:fficult to solve numerically because of 
infinite boundary conditions. 

In this way, the consistent method to get the statistics of the nonlinear 
response has not yet been developed。 Asthings are, the deterministic manner 
is the main current25)126). As indicated earlier, this deterministic manner has 
many demerits, thus a new probability method may be required. 

The objective of the present study i:sto develop a simulation model for total 
second order response of floating structures moored in random seas and its 
stochastic analysis method. 

In Chapter 2, the study review fot slow drift force(second order force) is 
described, and four problems which m111st be solved infuture are discussed. As 
the most important problem in them, the following problems are treated in this 
paper. 

a) Hydrodynarni namic forces of slow drift miDtion in still water are modified in waves. 

b) The Newman-Pinkster's approximation25) for the slowly varying drift force 
does not satisfy the condition of ]Physical causality. 

In Chapter 3, it is shown that the total second order force including slow drift 
forces can be represented by a two te:rm Volterra functional series. Physical 
meanings of the kernel functions in the functional series are investigated from a 
viewpoint of frequency response functions (or transfer functions) and a method 
estimating the kernel ones from experimental data is also studied, which is the 
method using the bispectrum (a kind of higher order spectra). Furthermore 
a new functional model such that th.e second term of the Volterra functional 
series can be represented by the equivalent linear process of instantaneous wave 
power is developed. The new model is b邸 edon the Wiener filter theory27). 

Several kinds of experiments have loeen carried out. Relation between the 
kernel function and the frequency response function of the slow drift force is in-
vestigated through comparisons between the experimetal results and numerical 
calculations. And the applicability of the present functional model is studied by 
comparing between the experimental data and numerical simulations. Further-
more the unsolved problems a)(i.e. how much the hydrodynamic forces in still 
w・ater are modified in waves) and b) are investigated by using the new functional 
model. 

The main results obtained in this Chapter are邸 follows:

(1) The kernel functions in the Volterra series correspond to the linear and 
quadratic transfer functions in frequency domain. The quadratic transfer 
function expresses a frequency characteristic of slowly varying drift force. 
The quadratic transfer function estimated by using the bispectral analysis 
from the experimental results does not agree with the numerical result 
b邸 edon the potential theory, viscous drift force exists in addition to the 
drift force due to the potentiaJ. t;heory and it becomes more significant 
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 than the potential drift force when the wave amplitude has a finite am-

plitude. If the viscous drift force is taken into account to the quadratic 
transfer function obtained from the numerical calculations even though 
it is approximately evaluated, the corrected numerical result is in good 
agreement with the experimental one. 

(2) The hydrodynamic forces of slow drift motions are modified in waves. This 
phenomenon is caused not only by the wave drift damping proposed by 
Wichers et al.28) and but also by increase of viscous damping force in 
waves newly suggested by the authors29). Recently other causes have also 
been found (e.g. one of the authors and Taka.iwa30>). 

When the slow drift motion is dornunant compared with the linear motion, 
the damping force at the slow drift motion increases by 1.6 times a.s large 
as one in still water whereas the叫 dedmass force becomes smaller than 
that in still water within limit of our experiment. However the problem 
how much and why the hydrodynaniic forces in still water are modified in 
waves remains completely unsolved. 

(3) Comparison between time domain simulations taking into account the vis-
cous drift force in addition to the potential drift force and measured data 
is conducted. It has been confirmed. that both results are in good agree-
ment if we know how much the added mass and the damping forces in still 
water are modified in waves. 

In Chapter 4, on the basis of the results obtained in Chapter 3 a theory of prob-
ability density functions(p.d.f.'s) is developed for an instantaneous total second 
order response and its maxima, in order to predict 1/n th highest mean ampli-
tudes and extreme responses. New form1JLla.s for the total second order p.d.f.'s 
which include not only quadratic but also linear ;responses are derived. These 
new p.d.f.'s can be represented by the geitteralized Laguerre polynomials of which 
the first term is a Gamma p.d.f. consisting of three parameters. Assuming that 
the response and its time derivative processes are mutually independent, the 
1/n th highest mean amplitude can be evaluated numerically from the deriva-
tive of the instantaneous response p.d.f.. This method is first applied to the 
sway motion of moored floating semi-circular and rectangular two dimensional 
cylinders, and the applicability of the method is studied by comparisons with 
Naess'exact solution. The variation of tlrte 1/n th highest mean amplitude of 
the total second order response is then investigated following increases in damp-
ing and restoring forces. And comparisons between the experimental results in 
Chapter 3 and the calculated ones obtained from the present theory are carried 
out. The applicability of the present theory is confirmed. 

The main results obtained in this Chapter are a.s follows: 

(1) In the ca.se of pure second order response (slow drift response) the instant a— 
neous p.d.f. and the extreme responses estimated from the present method 
are in good agreement with the e::x:act results shown by N aess. 
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(2) Using the present method, an investigation to determine the statistical in-
terference between the:first and second order responses was conducted for 
a system with a linear damping :and a linear restoring forces. The p.d.f. 
of the total second order response diifers from that of the pure second 
order response. In fact it becomes a widely-banded distribution with an 
increase in the damping coeflideirtt. Additionally it signi:ficantly deviates 
from Gaussian p.d.f.. 

(3) As to the extreme response, comp紅 isonbetween the result obtained from 
the present method and one from the model test during long duration 
has been carried out. It is con:firmed that the usual prediction method 
based on the Longo.et-Higgins'method signi:ficantly underestimates the 
measured results while the present method estimates them very well. And 
it is shown that the extreme response of the total second order response 
is greater than that based on the assumption of the pure second order 
response. 
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Chapter 2 

Review and some Problems 
of Second order forces 

In this section, first we shall describe the s,tate of the art of studies of the slowly 
varying second order forces. Second, we discuss some problems. The coordinates 
used in this section are shown in Fig.A.1 in Appendix A. 

If the static restoring force by mo01dng lines is very small, a highly tuned 
resonance generally occurs at a very low J(latural frequency in horizontal plane for 
a moored floating structure. It is important in practice to predict the magnitude 
of the low frequency horizontal excursllons of a platform and to ensure that 
they are kept within acceptable bounds. This is one of the most important 
hydrodynamic problems that must be solved in designing・ocean platforms. This~ 
phenomenon was:first reported・ by Verhagen and Sluijs1>. They explained the 

phenomenon as: 
Because of the nonlinearity of the free-surface conditions, the existence of 

two waves with different frequencies always implies the existence of waves at the 
sum and difference (beat) frequencies. The latter may occur near the resonance 
frequency of the moored platform in horizontal motion, i.e. sway, surge, or yaw 
motions. If the incident wave system consists of a continuous spectrum of waves, 
one is assured that there is always some disturbance at any very low frequency, 
and, if the damping is small (as it usuaJly is in such motions), a highly tuned 
resonant motion must be expected. 

On a basis of a physical investigatllon, Hsu and Blenkarn2> suggested an 
estimation method of slowly varying nonlinear forces causing the slow drift 

motion as follows: 
In any small time interval, consider the incident waves approximately as if 

they were simple sinusoidal waves, that is1,:fit the time history over a very short 
time interval by a sinusoidal curve with a sped:fic amplitude and the period, and 
compute the steady force as if these sinusoidal waves existed for all time. At a 
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slightly later time, the waves will have changed, and so the process is repeated 
with a new sinusoidal wave of different amplitude and period, to which there 
corresponds a new value of the "steady force". And so on. In this way, a slowly 
varying second order force is predicted, its amplitude varying roughly with the 
square of the wave envelope. 

This argument seems reasonable.if the incident waves constitute a narrow 
band process. 

Marthinsen3> h・as recently provided a mathematical ground for the method 
of Hsu and Blenkarn. First, note that, H the incident wave system consists of a 
single frequency wave, the steady drift force can be expressed: 

Jf2)＝凡(w)ai (2.1) 

whereFd is a transfer function that depends on the frequency of the primary 
wave(but not on its amplitude). and a1 is a primary wave amplitude. 

Now suppose that the incident wa.ves contain many frequency components: 

叩，t)＝区釘cos(wit-K.泣＋＆） (2.2) 

where ai is the real amplitude and Di is an arbitrary phase constant. 
He rewrites (2.2) in the following way: 

(1（ェ，t)= ~{A(x, t)exp[i(wpt -K.px)]} (2.3) 

where 

A(x, t)＝La; exp{i[（しり '-wp)t-(K.i-K.p)x十わ］｝ （2.4) 

and Wp is some frequency at or near the peak of the wave spectrum, with K.p 
the corresponding wave number. The quantity A(x, t) is clearly slowly varying 
in both space and time, if the wave spectrum is narrow banded. So by using a 
slowly varying function a(x, t) can be represented as: 

C1(x, t) = a(x, t).cos(wptーデ＋ゆ(x,t)) (2.5) 

where a(x, t) is the slowly varying am.plitude and炒theslowly varying phase 
function. They are represented as: 

a(x, t) = [(Lai cos{(w, ・-wp)t -(K,i -K,P)の十ふ｝）2

＋（区aisin{(四 -wp)t-(K,i -K,p)x + 6i})2]112 

ゆ(x,t) = tan-1[ ー1r~｛色― Wp)t- （m- J'i,p)ぉ十ふ｝
こ佑cos{(w,-wp)t -(K,, -K,P)ぉ＋ ＆｝ ］ 



If the local frequency WL and local wave number "-L are introduced as 

-+ 
8ゅ

WL =w p 
at 

(2.6) 

8ゅ
んL =りp--

,at 

finally the following representation can lbe obtained. 

F(2)（t) ＝p(2)＋秤）（t)＝恥(wL)a2(xo,t) (2.7) 

where x0 is a fixed point, which is typically the location of the centre of gravity 
of the body, or possibly just the origin of the coordinates used for analyzing the 
body motion. And灼 isa slowly varying drift force. 

Equation (2.7) represents essentially the method prescribed by Hsu and 
Blenkarn. This method is justified only if the wave spectrum is narrow banded. 
Because if the wave. spectrum is of wide band, the concept of local frequency 
can no longer be used. 

Robert4> developed a formula like (2、7).His formula is ~_J, = wp, i.e.ゅt= 0. 
Marthinsen shows that this method gives valid results if 竺~ < i, that is, the du 
transfer function of steady drift force is flat for wave frequencies, and invalid 

results if拾 >1.
Newman5> followed a different formulation but derived a similar result. His 

approach has been used by many subsequent investigators. His argument is as 
follows: 

Let the wave elevation at some x be represented by 

叫）＝況｛Laiexp(i叫）｝ ・ (2.8) 

where a; is the complex wave amplitude of frequency w;. The first order force 
caused by these waves can be represented as: 

砂(t) ＝沢｛~fiLiai exp(i匹t)} (2.9) 

where hi= fi(wi) is a:first order transfer function relating force amplitude and 
phase to the wave amplitude and phase. 

We expect that the second order force,components will depend on the square 
of the wave amplitude. Thus, noting tha~t the products of two wave components 
can be written: 

況{aiexp(iwit)} X ~{a、; exp(i巧t)}= 

1 
咽 {a氾;exp[i(wi十町）t]+ ai叶exp[i(wi-w;)t]} 
2 
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where the asterisk denotes a complex conjugate. 
The second order force components should then take the form: 

p(2)(t) ＝咬｛〉こf認a;a;exp[i（四十町）t]}
i j 

＋吟工J認ai叶exp[i(Wi-w;)t]} 

(2.10) 

The (+) and (-) notations distinguish between the second order transfer func-
tions relating to the sum frequency皿 dthe difference frequency, respectively. 
We are interested only in the second order zero-and beat-frequency force, and 
so we neglect the first sum and delete t.he subscript 2 and (-) notation. So we 
have simply: 

p(2)(t) ＝虻｛~~J砂叶 exp[i(w、—町）t]} (2.11) 

ーや）．Note that fa; = f2(w;, w;). The time :average of F'-'is 

炉＝叱｛こfii吋｝
i 

Since F and the products aia主arereal, ~fii is of no interest. Thus, J 

fii＝凡（四）

(2.12) 

The coefficients, J.; with i = j, are generally complex. Since the force expression 
in (2.11) does not depend on the choice of i and j (which are arbitrary), we 
require that 

Jii=： J; 
that is, the second order force matrix must be a Hermitian matrix. J.; can be 
viewed邸 asurface in a three dimensional space with coordinates w,, w;, and 
Ji;, For each pair of frequencies, which define a point with coordinates (w,, w;) 
in thew, -w; plane, the height of the surface is given by ~h; or by S'J.;, The 
height of the surface is known along the 45° line in the base plane: The real 
part is just JH, and the imaginary part is zero. Newman邸 sumesthat these 
surfaces are smooth and that their tangent planes make small angles with the 
b邸 eplane. 

If this assumption is valid, then 

fij = fii+0（四一 w;) (2.13) 



for frequency pairs lying near the 45° line.. Then the off diagonal terms in Ji; can 
be approximated, the following formula, is given for the slowly varying force 

p(2)(t) ＝叫{:区J:ii叫;exp[i(wi -w;)t]} 

x{l + O(wiー町）｝ as 匹一町→ 0 

(2.14) 

Triantafylou6) has pointed out that the Newman's approximation might be valid 
unless the second order waves could be considered as shallow water waves. 

Pinkster7> h邸 developedthe same formula as Newman's. He indicated that 
if Fd can be represented by a linear fundlion, hi in (2.11) can be approximated 
as: 

fij=J辻い＃
2'2  

And he gave a slow drift force spectrum in the following form: 

w ＇ 和 (w)=2p2尻／災(w')S<;(w'+w)F}(w + ~)dw' 
2 

(2.15) 

~::-,~:~r.:~ is a incident wave spectrum. All of these analyses are approximate 
solutions. 

Recently Pinkster8),9) and Ogilvie101) h ave shown the exact expressions for 
the second order forces and moments within the potential theory, those expres-
sions were obtained based on the method of direct integration of fluid pressure 
acting on the instantaneous wetted suri:ace of a body. 

Their expressions of the second order force can be represented as the sum of 
the following components (see Appendix A): 

(1) : Component caused by fluid pressure between mean and instantaneous 
wave surfaces: 

炉＝予ic荘（G-知—蜘＋蜘）2 ds (2.16) 

(2) : Component due to quadratic pressure term in Bernoulli equation : 

が＝川／L月1%|2 dS (2.17) 

(3) : Component caused by variation of the acting point of fluid pressure: 

野＝pff莉｛（別＋詞 x笠）・ ▽知｝dS. (2.18) 
Sm 
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(4) : Comp on en t caused by variation of direction of first order wave force with 
respect to rotation・ of a body: 

『j2)：：：：:rJ(l)X p(l) (2.19) 

(5) : Component due to second order potentials: 

『炉＝ pJJ:_ it（吐＋心）dS
Sm 

(2.20) 

where (1 is the first order・ surface elevation, and iJ(l) =（知，知，知）， whichis 
the first order rotational motion vector1, and知 isthe first order heave motion 
In addition, there exists a term pgAwp(a::,e41 +Y1e5i) in the vertical second order 
forces, which term is caused by the product of first order rotational motions. 

If the i e instantaneous wave surface elevation is expressed by (2.8), the second 
order forces can be represented like (2.10). The components (1) through (4) 
are caused by the product of first order quantities, the component (5) is only 
caused by second order potentials, that is, it can be obtained only by solving 
the boundary value problem of second order potentials. 

Although the Pinkster-Ogilvie theory has become popular, there are several 
problems that can not be determined by the theory. They are as follows: 

[1] Contribution of second order potentials to the drift force 

The component (5) depends on the second order velocity potential cp2, which is 
very difficult to compute. There are several different ways in which to approach 
this problem. For exam.ple, Lighthill11) has shown that the second order force 
can be expressed wholly_in terms of jlirst order quantities by use of reciprocal 
relationships. His expressions, howevet, require the evaluation of an integral 
of second order pressures over the entire free surface, which is called a free 
surface integral. The amount of numerical work required to achieve this is 
likely to become vast unless some approximation will be found to represent an 
asymptotic behavior of second order potential away from the body. The purpose 
of evaluating this term is not to obtain :a.n accurate prediction of slowly varying 
drift force but rather than to find out if the term is important. 

Pinkster9>, St.anding et al.12), and Matsui13 have obtained the following 
conclusion by evaluating the total slowly varying drift force without calculating 
the free surface integral. 

The contribution of term (5) to the total slowly varying drift force can be 
negligible at high wave frequencies, at which the first order diffraction effect is 
significant, but it can be of great importance at low frequencies. 

Faltinsen and L9.1ken 14) formulated the problem precisely to second order, 
expressed the drift force in terms of first and second order potentials, and then 
used Green's theorem to eli血 natethe explicit dependence on the second order 
potentials. They obtained the same conclusion. They treated only the two 



dimensional problem, but it certainly is possible that the same conclusion will 
be obt叫nedin the three dimensional case. 

However there is one case in which the second order potential may be impor-
tant. It is the case that the second order waves may be shallow even though the 
first order waves are still deep water waves. It is possible for this phenomenon to 
occur, because the second order waves have the very low frequency component. 

[2] N ・ecessity of singular perturbatiion 

One defect of the usual perturbation analysis (regular perturbation analysis) is 
that it is based on the assumption that motions of the structure are small com-
pared with the dimensions of the structure itself. Since it is well known that the 
low frequency resonance response of a moored floating structure often involves 
very large horizontal excursions, then Jlt is clear that this usual perturbation 
approach becomes invalid. 

Triantafyllou6) developed a mathematical model that involves only linear 
hydrodynamic problems, even while it permits large excursions of the platform 
in the horizontal plane. He used a kind of multi-scale expansion theory, and 
assumed that・ the motion response consilsts of two motions: 

1) The one is the usual motion response to the incident waves; the amplitude, 
velocity, and acceleration are small, and considered to be O{e), where~ is 
the usual perturbation parameter.. 

2) The other is the low frequency motion having the velocity that is O(e), 
whereas its amplitude is 0(1). 

If t is the time variable that is normally used, he used a new time variable, 
t = et, for analyzing tlte low. frequency motion. Thus ・his method is a, kind of 
derivative perturbation analysis, i.e. singular perturbation. 

(3] Effect of wave drift damping etc. 

It is observed that the damping force on a moored floating structure during 
low frequency motion in waves becomes greater than the one in still water. 
Wichers et al.15),lS) explained that this phenomenon is caused by a kind of 
added damping force due to the drifting of a structure in waves. They called it 
wave drift damping in or~~r to distinguish it f!?_m the linear radiation wave 
damping. The authors et al.17 and Standing et al.18) examined a simple method 
, which is called "drift force gradient meithod ", for approximating the additional 
damping due to the presence of waves, based on drift forces in regular waves 
at zero forward speed, using the analytilcal relationship between forward speed 
and wave encounter frequency together with wave frequency gradients of the 
drift forces. Wichers et叫．19)proposed a different way using added resistance 
gradient and Hearn et al.20) computed lby so called "added resistance method" 
that models the low frequency motion by steady forward speed of the structure 
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in the fiuid structure interaction ana1.ysis. Hearn et al. concluded that the drift 
force gradient method seems to predict the correct trend but not the correct 
magnitude, and that the subject of theoretically predicting wave drift damping 
is not fully resolved and more research is required. 

On the other hand, the authors21) showed an increase of the decay ~flow 
frequency motion coupled with the wa.ve induced motion due to the nonlinear 
viscous damping force (nonlinear coupled viscous damping). The explana— 
tion of this phenomenon is indicated in Appendix D. 

Saito and Takagi22) demonstrated from comparisons between simulations 
and model experiments that drift forces based on potential theory as well as 
the nonlinear coupled viscous damping have an influence on the increase of low 
frequency damping in sway motion. One of the authors and Takaiwa23) showed 
that the increase of the viscous damping force due to waves is sometimes much 
larger than the nonlinear coupled viscous damping even taking off the wave drift 
damping for a semisubmersible and it depends on the ratio between wave particle 
velocity and motion velocity. They called it as drag coefficient change due 
to. waves. Furthermore they indicat,ed that the low frequency added mass 
in still water is also modified in waves. But theoretical backgrounds of these 
phenomena are still not clear yet. 

[4] Physical causality of Newman :approximation 

In general, the slowly varying drift force can be represented by a Volterra system 
function, which will be stated in the next sections. 

F(2)（t) ＝/j恥，r2)((t-r1)((t -r2) d乃伍 (2.21) 
T1oJ T2 

where 

J 1 
如心）＝戸1/ G}（W1心）exp{i(w1 r1 + w匹）｝dw1dw2 (2.22) 

U1 U2 

As stated earlier, Newman24) introduced the approximation for the quadratic 
J transfer function・ G{. His approximation is that G{ (w1, w2) is estimated by its 

values along the diagonal w2 = -w1邸 follows:

喝（W心）＝ ｛喝(W1,-W1) 邸叫 •W2 SO 

゜
otherwise 

then Eq.(2.22) becomes 

恥，r2)= h如）6（叫

where 5(r) is the Dirac's delta function and 

h{ =｛吐霊応ご雷。Ws[：dT:dw
訂；箋{Gt(w,-w)}sin(wr)dw for T ~ 0 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 



Substituting (2.24) into (2.21) yields: 

r 
p(2)(t)＝く(t).)材(T)(（t-T)dT 

1「

(2.26) 

and since Gt(w, -w) represents the s1;e叫ydrift force, it must be real; i.e. 

~{Gt(w,-w)｝三 0. Eq.(2.26) means that F<2>(t) i is approximately written 
as the product of two Gaussian random processes (which are not statistically 

independent). However, from (2.25) we must note that h{ (t) does not satisfy 

the physical causality unless Gt(w, -w) takes a constant value. It is physically 
f inconsistent that G~ (w, -w) is constant, it.e. the steady drift force does not de-

pend on wave frequencies. This inconsis,tency is caused by the lack of the phase 
information of Gt・(w, -w). 

In this way, there exist many pro blen認 whichmust be solved on the slow drift 
phenomenon. This paper treats the slowly varying drift force from a viewpoint 
of system functional theory in order to solve the problem of physical causality of 
Newman's approximation. Then there will be a discussion along this approach 
on the third problem, i.e. how the wa,ve drift damping affects the slow drift 
motion can also be investigated by this approach. But we will not discuss on 
the first and second problems in this pa,per since they require lots of additional 
research. 
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Chapter 3 

Formulation of second 
order forces due to 
Volterra functional series 
and Application of 
Wiener's filter theory 

3.1. Relationship between Volterra functional 
series and second order force system 

Let和） denotethe nonline匹 totalsecond order force vector of a:floating struc-
ture to a random excitation { ((t) I t E: R}. Since F(t) is the response vector 
to the entire time history of ((t), we c叫 F(t)a functional vector de:fined on a 
class of excitation ((t) as 

和）＝鈍(t)] (3.1) 

If F[((t)] is a continuous functional vector of ((t) in the function space sense, 
then即） canbe expanded in a functional vector power series such that 

和）＝凡＋Jふ(tふ）伽）dt1+ ・ ・ ・ 

+ f ···J凡(t,t1,··•,tぷ(t1) ・・・ ((tn)dt1 ・・・dtn十・・・

(3.2) 



If this series represents a causal physical[ system, then the kernel function vectors 
satisfy 

凡(t,t1 ，・・ •,tn) = 0 も＞t . (3.3) 

Series satisfying this property were studied by Volterra1>, and series of the form 
(3.1) that satisfy Eq.(3.3) are called Volterra functional vector series. 

If the nonlinear system is time imrariant, then kernel function vectors in 
Eq.(3.2) depend only on time difference. Thus, 

印）＝凡＋／尻(r)((t-r)dr +… 

+ ff的（巧心）＜I（t-町)((t-t2)d団＋・・・

(3.4) 

where凡isa constant vector. In genercw., the kernel function vectors in: Eq.(3A) 
may not be symmetric for their arguments. However, a permutation of indices 
in any kernel vectors only affects the order in which the integration is carried out 
but does not affect the response. Thus, for the purpose of analysis, symmetric 
kernel vector may be assumed without loss of generality; i.e. 

） 
1 

品(T1,乃，・・・，な ＝一区『土1,・・・，叫
n! 

[i) 

(3.5) 

If the kernels are continuous and ab:solutely integrable and if the input is 
bounded and the contribution from terrns of order n in Eq.(3.4) decreases to 
zero as n→ oo,,then it can be proved that the fun:tional powe~ series {3.4) 
converge uniformly. 

We shall limit our analysis to ~xcHation effects through second _order and 
F。=0.Then Eq.(3.4) is truncated at n=2 and takes the following form: 

和）＝／g{(r)((t-r)dr + j j弱(-r1,r2)((t -r1)((t -r2)d町伍 (3.6) 

And we will treat the vector functiou as the scalar function hereinafter for 
simplicity. If ((t) is a wave excitation, this series can be used to analyze the 
response that is proportional to both the wave height and the squared wave 
height. There exist the time and spa)tial dependencies in the incident wave 
system. But since the wave system have a dispersivity, it is not necessary 
to consider the spatial dependency as indicated by Hasselmann2>. It may 
also be mentioned that the adopted formulation is consistent with second order 
corrections to a linear wave field, in. the sense that such corrections may be 
incorporated in Eq.(3.6) where ((t) then denotes the linear part of the wave 
field. Consequently, the assumption that ((t) is a linear, Gaussian wave process 
is consistent with the second order model in Eq.(3.6). If the kernels in Eq.(3.6) 
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are continuous and absolutely integrable, then the kernels possess the Fourier 
transform. The transform pairs are de:fimed邸 follows:

g{（t) ＝士f屈 (w)exp(iwr)d1w 

G{ (w) = J wn{ (r) exp(-iwr)dr 

g{（T臼）＝古fw1fw2叫（W1,W,2）exp{i(w1r1 + w2r2)}dw1dw2 
(3.7) 

喝（W1心）＝Jn 1r嘉(r1,r2) exp{-i(w1 r1 + w匹）｝dr1d乃

In Eq.(3. 7) the kernel n{ is a linear impulse response function, and its transform, 
G!. is a li f. is analogous to the linear impulse f, is a linear transfer function. The ke1mel g~ is analogous to the li 
response function and is called "quadratic impulse response function". Its trans-

f f form, G~, is called "quadratic trans/ er /'unction". Since the kernel g~ (r1,乃） can
be assumed to be symmetrical in its ar邸 ments;i.e. 

吟(n,T2)：：：：：： g{（乃，r1) (3.8) 

thus 

喝（四心）＝Gt(w2泡 1) (3.9) 

Consequently, the quadratic transfer function is symmetrical about the line 
叫＝ w2in the (w1心） plane.

If ((t) is a Gaussian random wave with one-sided spectrum U, Rice3> has 
shown that it is represented in the following stochastic integral: 

((t) = j cos(wt -μ(w)）麿 (3.10) 

whereμ is a random phase distributed uniformly over 0° to 360°. This represen-
tation means the stochastic integral, and it converges in the sense of stochastic 
quadratic mean. ・ 

Substituting (3.10) into (3.6) we h.ave: 

砂 (t)= j cos(wt -μ(w) + 01(w))/21 G{(w) 12 U(w)dw (3.11) 

砂 (t) = j j cos{(w1 + w2)t,_ (μ(w1) + μ(w2))＋如1心）｝

x ✓|G如， w2) 12 U(wi)U（吟）dw1dw2

+ j j cos{(w1 -w2)t、一(μ（叫）一μ（ウ）） ＋％（町，—叫｝

XJ|G如，ーw2)12 lf(w1)U伍）dw1dw2 (3.12) 



where 
G{(w) =I G{(w) I exp（迅（w))

喝(w1,w2) =I G~(w1:, w2) I exp{i0(w1心）｝

It is clear that the first term on right hand side of (3.12) shows the sum com-

ponent of second order force and the second term indicates the difference com-

ponent. Taking the ensemble average of恥 (3.12),and taking into account a 

statistical independence of the random phases, we get: 

E[F(2)］ ＝／喝(w,-w)U(w)dw 

ーや）
While the time average of F'M'(t) is represented in the following form: 

-p;(2)＝I: Ji:i(wi) I ai 12 

By using the relationship as; 

ai=j-(wi)-d-i 

Eq.(3.14) can be expressed in the following integral: 

炉＝J2Fd(w)U(w)dw 

If (3.13) is equal to (3.15), the following relationship holds: 

喝(w,-w)=2恥(w)

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

J Similarly, from comparison between (3"1:2) and (2.11) the system function G~ 
can be related to the transfer function of slowly varying drift force like: 

G~(w1, -w2)＝功(w1,-w2)...  (3.17) 

3.2 Application of Wiener's filter theory to 

slowly varying drift force 

It is clear from (3.12) that the slowly varying drift force can be expressed by a 

quadratic form of random processes. So we expect that the quadratic impulse 

response function may reveal a kind of:filter function in the:field of communi-

cation engineering. Thus if the system considered is Ergodic, it is possible from 

the Wien~r's theory to replace g£ by a OJ~timum linear:filter, i.e.: 

砂 (t)= J四（誓(t-r)dr (3.18) 

where w2 is an optimum linear impulse: response function. 
The Wiener's theory4) provides an optimum filter function w2 under the 

following three conditions: 
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(1) The input process must be an Ell'godic process and its spectral density can 
be resolved into factors. 

(2) A criterion of error minimizes the least mean square of error. 

(3) A filter function is linear and caus1al. 

The criterion of error between tlte second term of Eq.(3.6) and Eq.(3.18), 
that is, J can be obtained from the coin.ditions (1) and (3) as follows: 

J = E[{jj恥，Tぷ(t-r1)C(t -r1i)dr1伍ー／崎）C2(t-r)dt}2] (3.19) 

The problem minimizes Jin (3.19) with respect to an arbitrary function w2, 
i.e. a kind of stationary value probleitrus in calculus of variation. 

Let J[w2] be a functional. 
Now, assuming that wg is a function minimizing J, then the necessary con-

dition for w~ to be a optimum Wiener filter is given by: 

lim 
8J［サ＋ew2]
ー＝0

C→oo 8c 

This representation is equivalent to the following equation: 

J J 匹(O)R凸— 1·1) + 2R<(r-曇 (T-T2)］ 
r1., r2 

X{g{(TJ., 72) —匹(r1)8(72 一乃）｝dr1わ＝ 0 

where~ is the auto correlation function of ((t). 
Thus we have: 

g/ (71・, 72)＝四（町）6(r2-r1) 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

If the Fourier transform of四 isgiven lby W2, the following relation is satisfied. 

喝(w1心）＝： W企 1+w2) (3.23) 

Multiplying the incident wave spectrllJ.m in both sides of (3.23) and integrating 
in frequency domain, a concrete form: of W2 is given by: 

1 
W企）＝弓jGt(w -w',w')S<(w')dw' (3.24) 

Now, we assume that G~(w,, -w;) is srnooth with respect tow, and w; and that 

翌＝喝(w、,-w;), i f; j and v is amy small quantity; that is, the tangent 

planes of G'(wi,-w;) makes small angles with G~(wi, -w;). 



Triantafylou5> h邸 pointedout that this assumption is valid only for the case 
that-the second order waves need not be considered as shallow water waves. If 
this is valid, then from Taylor expansioi[lwe get: 

喝(w-w',w') -Gt(w’,―'μ'） v” 
～ 

喝(w',-w') 
こーW”n! 

[w→oo] 

From definition of邸 ymptoticseries 

喝(w-w',w') r.J Gt(w', --w'）・ {)(w) [w→oo] (3.25) 

where {)(w) is a response function, of whlich amplitude exponentially decre邸 es
with皿 increaseof w. This expression.is equivalent to the approximation sug-
gested by Newman(see Eq.(2.13)). 

Substituting (3.25) into (3.24) we get: 

齊2)

W心）＝―可―•如(w) (3.26) 

-(2) 
where F'-✓ is the steady-drift force in irregular waves (see Eq.(3.13)). Thus, the 
impulse response function can be expressed as: 

1 
崎）＝

ー(2) J' 可 "Jf-2>j,?(w) exp(iwr)dr (3.27) 

Taking into account that,{)(w) is a exiponential decaying function, it means 
th at w2 represents a low p邸 sfilter function. That is, we can generate the 

一:;(~I)F 2 slowly varying drift force by passing ~i- ・く (t)through a low p邸 sfilter. 

3.3 Estimation of transfer functions of・ first 
and second order forces 

This section shows the method to estimate transfer functions of first and second 
order responses from experiments. 

If a surface elevation ((t) is expressed by a Gaussian random process with 
zero mean, the cross correlation function between second order force F and ( 
can be represented in the following ・form: 

R叫 t)= E[(F(t) -F)((t -r)] 

= ／恥）R¢(tl-t)dt1 (3.28) 

And from Wiener-Khintchine relationship the cross spectrum is given by: 

SFく(w)= G{(w)S<(w) (3.29) 
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where S(is a two sided wave spectrum. 
This result means that the cross spectrum involves only the first term of 

the functional polynomials, and the linear transfer function G{ is derived by 
standard cross spectral technique. 

Next, we consider a third order mon:i.ent function as follows: 

R≪F(r1, r2) = E[((t + r1)((t -r1){F(t一乃）ーF}] (3.30) 

Substituting (3.6) and taking Jnto account of the symmetry of the quadratic 
impulse response function g{, Eq.(3.30) becomes: 

知 (r1,r2)= 2 / /恥，t2)取(t1＋T1+乃）駁(t2一巧＋乃）dt1dt2 (3.31) 

And utilizing Parseval's formula, the reJ~resentation in frequency domain is ob-
tained in the following form: 

知（→）＝ 2//守(w1心）坂(w1版（w2)

x exp[i{(w1 -w2)穴）＋（w1 + w2)r2}]dw1dw2 
(3.32) 

Tick6）匝 defineda cross bispectrum. C≪F as a two dimensional Fourier 
transform of a third order moment func1tion R≪ F as follows: 

知（T臼） ＝ ／jexp{i（恥＋知）｝知(!11心）d!l幽 (3.33)

知（伍，92)= ~ff exp｛ーi（恥＋晒）｝知（→）d叫乃 (3.34) 

From (3.32) and (3.34) we can find the:re]lationship between the cross bispectrum 
and the quadratic transfer function in t]~e following form: 

喝(w1,ウ）＝
冥 l(叩 -W疋 1+W2) 

妥（四）S((w2)
(3.35) 

The method for estimating the cross bis1pectrum by using experimental data is 
indicated in Appendix B. 

3.4 Comparisons betvveen experimental results 
and numerical simulations 

3.4.1 Model tests 

(1) Model 

In the experiments an offshore floating structure model supported by twelve 
legs with footing was used. The confi.g111ration of the model and the direction 



of incident waves are shown in Fig.3.1. The principal dimensions are indicated 
in Table 3.1. This is the 1/14.3 scale model of the structure used in the at-sea 
experiment being carried out in Yura port of Yamagata prefecture. 

(2) Test set-up and Measuring ite1ns 

The model experiments were carried oust at the Mitaka No.2 Tank (Length is 
400m, the breadth 18m, and the depth 8m) in Ship Research Institute. The 
model set-up is shown in Fig.3.2. As shown in this:figure, the model was re-
strained by two soft springs through the device which restricted the yaw motion. 
The spring constant of them was 1.683 kg/m, (0.663 ton/m for the actual struc-
ture.). 

The measured items are as follows: 

(i) Surge and heave motion me邸 uredby a. non-contact optical motion measur-
ing system; 

(ii) Pitch motion measured by a vertical. gyroscope; 

(iii) Surface elevation measured by a servo needle wave probe:fixed at a position, 
the x coordinate of which is equal to that of the centre of gravity of the 
model in still water. 

(3) Kinds and methods of model tiests 

a) Free oscillation test in still water （） 

The natural periods and equivalent damping coefficients in surge motion was 
obtained from this test. Two kinds of spring coefficients were used. The one 
was 1.683 kg/m, and the other 5.09 kg/in. 

(b) Forced surge sinusoidal or random oscillation tests in still water 

Forced surge sinusoidal oscillation tests were carried out at the range of 3. 75 to 
15 cm in amplitude, and the oscillation period of 17sec. The range corresponds 
to Keulegan-Carpenter numbers(Kc number) of 1.6 to 6.2. This test was done 
to study the dependence of the drag force to I<c numbers. 

Irregular forced oscillation tests were 1m.ade to compare with・ the re~mlts of 
the sinusoidal forced oscillation. Irregula,rsignals for the forced oscillation tests 
were the surge response data recorded in the following test (d). 

(c) Test for measuring steady drifi; force 

Four kinds of tests in regular waves were carried out. Encounter angles of the 
tests are 0, 30, 60, and 90 degrees. The f,requency range of the regular waves 
was from 3.0 to 9.8 rad/sec. 
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(d) Test f◄ or measuring a quadratic transfer function of surge motion 

In order to experimentally obtain the quadratic transfer function of a moored 
:floating structure, the estimation of the cross bispectrum between waves and 
responses is required邸 mentionedilll i;he Chapter 2.2. Therefore, in order to 
generate irregular waves over long duration, the filtered signals were used, which 
we obtained by means of passing the white noise signals generated from a noise 
generator into band pass filters. The JmUoff(cuttoff characteristics) of the band 
p邸 sfilters was 24db/oct.. Four kinds of irregular waves were generated. The 
central frequencies f of the band p四 sfilter were 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 and 0. 7 Hz. In the 
case of f equal to 0. 7 Hz, the duration time of irregular waves was 90 minutes, 
and for the other c邸 esit w邸 45minut蕊． Theencounter angle of these tests is 
only head sea. 

3.4.2 Numerical calculation 

(1) Method 

Computation of the first order hydrodynamic forces w邸 madeby a program 
極 edon the three dimensional potential theory. lit the computation the mean 
wetted surface of the body is approximlated by 480 facets. The cpu time con-
sumed to calculate the first order forc蕊 wasabout one hour on the FACOM 
M180 IT AD computer. The steadyむn.dlslowly varying drift forces were cal cu-
lated by integrating pressure distributions over the wetted surface. The com po-
nent due to second order potentials w邸 nottaken into account. The cpu time 
for calculation of drift forces was 10 miJllutes for the same computer. 

(2) Check of numerical accuracy 

In order to check the numerical accuracy of drift forces, computed results were 
compared with the Pinkster's. All of calculations were executed in double pre-
cisions. Comparisons between ours and Pinkster's are shown in Fig.3.3. In 
this figure black circles show the present results and broken and solid lines 
show Pinkster's results. The legends (1), 2), 3), 4)) denote components of 
steady drift force in Eqs.(2.16) through (2.19) and "total" means a sum of these 
components. There are a important points to note in this figure. The present 
calculations for the component 1) in the horizontal mean drift force are less than 
Pinkster's results. The other three terms and results of the vertical mean drift 
force agree very well. The component Jl) is the largest and is opposite in sign 
to the components 2),3) and 4), whose sum is comparable in magnitude with 
the component 1). Thus, small percentage errors in term I give rise to larger 
percentage errors in the total drift force. The differences in the component 1) 
are also certainly due to the difference of the way modelling the waterline. 



3.4.3. Hydrodynamic force characteristi namic force characteristics of surge motion 

(a) Free oscillation test in still water 

An example of experimental results is shown in Fig.4. By using this data, a 
virtual mass and equivalent damping coefficient were obtained as follows: 

Letぉ"besequential peak values(amplitudes) of damping curve.. ・ And It is 
assumed that the decaying motion can be represented by: 

Nf1 加 t
ェ＝ Xoexp[-~] sin（一

2(Ml'+mn) T。+ w) (3.36) 

where ~。 is. the natural period, (M1 + mu) the virtual mass, and Ni1 the 
equivalent linearized damping coefficient. Then if we plot|年＋2-叫＋1I as a 
function Ix叶 1-Xn I and the damping lis constant, from Eq.(3.36) we get: 

Nf1 
|ぉ”+2一叫＋11= exp[-- ］ |叫+1-叫| （3.37) 

4(M1 +mn) 

Thus by the least square method, the:rrtininium error estimate of the inclination 
0 can be obtained. The natural period ~。 is obtained from the mean of zero-
upcrossing periods and zero-downcrossing periods. Then the virtual mass and 
equivalent damping coefficient are given by: 

M1 +mu= 
Ttc11 
41r2 

(3.38) 

Nい—--
1bCnlog(O) 

1("2 
(3.39) 

where Cn is a restoring force coeffi.cieI1Lt. 
The results obtained in this way are shown in Table 3.2. In order to apply this 

method, a large number of peak values is required and the motion equation must 
be linear. If the number of peak values is small, the accuracy of hydrodynamic 
force coefficients will become poor. So we must study whether the hydrodynamic 
coefficients obtained from Eqs.(3.38)叫 (3.39)have a good accuracy. 

(b) Forced irregular oscillation teist in still water 

The forced irregular oscillation tests were carried out in still water by using the 
surge motion signals (including the slow drift motion) obtained from the motion 
measurement experiments in waves. This test was done to s、tudythe accuracy 
of the hydrodynamic force coefficients obtained from the free oscillation test. 
The hydrodynamic force coefficients by this test are given as follows: 

Let S:xF be a cross-spectrum between the forced surge displacement x and 
the hydrodynamic reaction force F andl S:x be a auto-spectrum of x. Then the 
hydrodynamic force coefficients can be obtained from the following equation. 

Cu -(M1 +mu) =~{ 
SxF(w) 

sェ(W)｝ (3.40) 
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況＝＄｛塁｝ (3.41) 

This method can be applied only to the case of linear motion equation. If 
the hydrodynamic forces in the motion equation are nonlinear, note that those 
coefficients obtained by this method express nothing but equivalent linearized 
coefficients. Comparison between the slll.rge hydrodynamic coefficients obtained 
from the free oscillation test and ones from the irregular forced oscillation test is 
shown in Fig.3.6. The horizontal axis indicates the non-dimensional frequency 

w = w-11[-, where Dis the diameter oif one column and w is the surge motion g' 

frequency. In this figure white circles :show the hydrodynamic coefficients ob-
tained from the irregular forced oscill~Ltion test while black circle show those 
from the free oscillatio11 test. The broken line indicates the numerical results 
calculated by the three dimensional source distribu tio:nmethod. The damping 
force coeflicien t is nondimensionalized by p▽J召

The inertia coefficients obtained from the forced irregular oscillation test 
are distributed around the numerical values calculated by the three dimensional 
source distribution method while those from the free oscillation test agree well 
with the numerical values. The equivalent damping coefficients from the ir-
regular forced oscillation test take negaLtive value in some frequency range and 
distribute in the wide region from-0.1 to 0.2. Both results from the forced irreg-
ular oscillation test and the free oscillation test are in rough agreement. From 
this figure it is found that the inertia force in low frequencies can roughly be pre-
dieted from the three dimensional potential theory and the damping force can 
be obtained from the free oscillation. tes,t in still water. But in general, it is well 
known that the hydrodynamic forces depend on the magnitude of motion dis-
placement. Thus in order to investigate the motion displacement dependency of 
hydrodynamic forces, the sinusoidal forced oscillation test was carried out. The 
motion amplitudes in this test were changed from 3. 75 to 15cm, and the motion 
period was a constant period (17.5 sec,., i.e. w=0.0429). Results are shown in 
Fig.3.7. The horizontal axis is the Ketilegan-Carpenter number (/1も number),
which is defined by 21r X。/D(where.Xi0 is the motion amplitude and Dis the 
column diameter). The solid line indicates the results obtained from the free 
oscillation test, and the broken line shows the results calculated by using the 
three dimensional source distribution method. From this figure it is seen that 
the hydrodynamic forces acting on this structure do not depend much on the 
I<c number against our expectation. However one of the authors and Takaiwa7> 
have conducted the forced aild free damping tests for a tanker, a box-shape 
barge, and a semisubmersible,皿 dthey obtained the J;も numberdependency 
of drag coeflicien ts for theses structure,S.According to their results,'the drag 
coefficients appear to be inverse proportional to Kc number in the range of small 
Kc number. This means that the equivaJ.ent damping coefficients do not depend 
on I<c number in this range of Kc number, but the further researches will be 
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required to examine this problem. 

Within this experiment, inertia forc;e coefficient (1 + m1・1/M1) in low fre-
quencies can roughly be estimated at 2.0, and the equivalent damping coefficient 
(Ni1) is about 4.6 kg• sec/m (3.56 ton• sec/min the.prototype structure). 

3.4.4 Frequency response functions of surge motion 

The spectra of irregular waves generated in the experiments are shown in Fig.3.8. 
And the statistical values are indicated in Table 3.3. The Blackman-Tukey 
method was used in the spectral analysils. The number of lags was 256 and the 
Hamming window was used. The number of data taken for the analysis was 
about 35500 in the case of wave condition 4 and it was about 23000 in the other 
cases. The sampling interval was 120mLSt!c for the analysis and it was 60msec 
when the data were measured. 

In order to get the quadratic transfo1r functions we need the cross bispec-
trum estimates as mentioned in Appendix: B. The utilization of the Fast Fourier 
Transform have signi:ficant advantage 1;o compute the full components of the 
cross bispectum. For present purpose however the full computation is not re-
quired, only results on or near the line W!1 = w2 in bi-frequency plane are needed 
because our discussion concentrates upon slowly varying forces. Thus, we used 
the method developed by Dalzell8) to estimate the cross bispectrum. The win-
dow function used in the computation of cross bispectrum was the Hamming 
type extended to two dimensions. The coefficients of the window function, i.e. 

e1 and e2 were 0.54 and 0.46 respectively .. 
For the spectral analysis based on the Bl訟 kman-Tukeymethod the maxi-

murn lag number must be less th皿 1/10of sampling data. And Dalzell8) showed 
that in order to get a stable cross bispedrum, the maximum lag number must be 
less than 1/200 or 1/250 of sampling da,ta. Futhermore, as shown by Appendix 
B, if the lag number of the spectrum analysis is m, one of cross bispectrum 

analysis becomes m/2. In this case we decided that m was 256. 
The.auto spectra of surge motion are shown in Fig.3.9. The surge response 

in the case of wave condition 4 is the largest in the four wave conditions and low 
frequency motions are most dominant in the surge responses. The first order 
frequency response function, which is obtained from the cross spectra between 
the surge motion and waves, is shown. Jin Fig.3.10. In the figure, the white 
circles indicate the experimental results. The solid line shows the theoretical 

value due to the usual linear motion prediction method which takes into account 
the viscous damping force obtained from the experiments(see Chapter 3.4.3). 
The experimental results and the linear theoretical curve are in good agreement. 

3.4.5 Characteristics of steady drift force 

The steady wave drift forces in wave direction are shown in Figs.3.11 through 
3.14. In these figures, x means a encou,nter angle to waves and circles indicate 
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the experimental results, where black circles are for the experimental results 
with the wave height higher than 7 cm and white circles are for ones with the 
wave height lower than that. The solid line shows the theoretical curve based 
on the potential theory and the dotted Hne shows the modified theoretical curve 
obtained by taking into account of the viscous drift force (this will be mentioned 
later) in addition to the potential theory. Fine lines indicate the results obtained 
from the experiment in irregular waves, as follows: 

As indicated in the previous sectiolll or Appendix B, if the cross bispectrum 
estimates between waves and second order forces can be directly obtained from 
the experiment in irregula~ waves, the frequency response characteristics of drift 
forces can be estimated with good accuracy. But it is difficult to measure the 
wave forces including the second order £orces when the body is oscillating. Thus 
we adopted the indirect method instead of the direct measuring method of 
wave forces. First, we estimated the: quadratic transfer function G2 from the 
cross bispectrum between the surge motion and waves. Second, we determined 
the frequency characteristics of the steady drift force in irregular waves by the 
product between the diagonal components of G2 ・ and the spring constant. In 
these figures, the abscissa expresses the non-dimensional wave frequency w, the 
vertical axis means the mean (steady) drift force coefficients in wave direction, 
those are normalized by ½Pn(SL (wlhere L is the total length of the:floating 
body and (0 is the incident wave ampHtude). And H/D is the ratio between 
the wave height and the diameter of column. When Hf D < 0.5, that is, the 
wave height is less than half of the column diameter, the experimental results 
agree well with the theoretical line ba.~ed on the potential theory. But, when 
H/D becomes larger than 0.5, both r⑱ ults are different considerably. As the 
ca.use of the difference, the following physical :£邸torsmay be considered: 

(a) Viscous drift force{ surface force): 

This occurs from the product of. a. wave force t~rm, which is in proportion 
to a squared:fluid velocity in the Morison equation, and a wave surface 
elevation. Chakravarti9> and Standing10> has reported that this force ex-
ists. 

(b) Steady force due to other viscous dlrag force: 

A vertical viscous drag force cha:nges by angle of pitch motion. And its 
force produces the horizontal visiCous force. Huse11> expressed the hori-
zontal steady viscous force as: 

F11,s = -< Cdz Vz I Vz I !s1 > (3.42) 

where < • > denotes time me皿 value,Vz is a relative vertical velocity 
between a vertical wave particle velocity and a heaving velocity and !s1 is 
the pitch motion and Cdz is the vertical drag coefficient. 

(c) Steady force due to・ m邸 stransfer velocity of waves: 



Stokes12> has shown that the horizontal mean velocity in the direction 
of wave propagation occurs in the vicinity of wave surface and this phe-
nomenon is caused by the nonlinearity of free surface condition. This ve-
locity is in proportion to the sqmt,red wave height. If a steady drag force 
can be produced by the mass tr皿 sfervelocity, it may be proportional to 
the fourth power of wave height. 

(d) Drift force due to the second order potentials: 

Standing and the others10> has :shown that the second order potential 
makes no contribution to the horfaontal steady force or the steady turning 
moment. The absence of a steady" drift force due to the second order wave 
can also be explained in physical terms. A steady force would imply the 
presence of a mean pressure gradient, which would in turn imply a steady 
acceleration throuou t the:fluid. This is not possible in the horizontal 
steady state situation. 

In the four factors, we need not consider (d) because the drift force due 
to the second order potential does Jtl.ot produce a steady force. 

Figure 3.15 a) shows the variation of steady drift force coefficient vs. the 
wave height at the wave frequency w equal to 4.387 rad/sec(1.16 rad/sec in 
actual structure, and 0.5254 in the non-dimensional frequency). And Fig. 3.15 
b) shows it for each wave frequencies. It is clear from these figures that the 
steady drift force coefficient linearly increases with an increase of the wave 
height when H/D is greater than 0.5. This means that the steady drift force 
is proportional to the third power of wave height when H/ D > 0.5. Thus the 
factor (c) is not considered. If the.factor (b) is signific叫 ， thesteady drift force 
component (4) represented by恥 (2.19)1nust also be significant. Because since 
the first ord~r, wa~e force in the ~e~ticall direction includes the force component 
proportional to the vertical velocity v11, tllle-component (4), in natural, becomes 
large when the factor (b) is dominant compared with other factors. Thus, we 
studied the contribution ratio of each ste叫ydrift force components ((1) to (4)) 
to the total steady drift force by numerical c.alculations. Figure 3.16 shows the 
results. 

As found from the figure, for this structure, the force components (1) and 
(2) are dominant compared with other components, that is, the contribution 
of the force components (3) and (4) to the total force is very small compared 
with the force components (1) and (2)., Accordingly, also the factor (b) is not 
dominant. Finally the phenomenon, which the steady drift force is proportional 
to the third power of wave height in s;ome frequency range, is caused by the 
viscous drift force or surf ace (drift) force .. 

Since it is very difficult to strictly evaluate this force, we shall study the 
force on a simple vertical circular cylinder within the linear wave theory. This 
investigation is referred to Appendix C. This viscous drift force has the following 
characteristics. 
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(1). The viscous drift force is in proportfon to the third power of wave height and 
it is expressed by the product of the horizontal drag force in the Morison 
equation and the inst.antaneous wave surface elevation. And if the drag 
force can equivalently be linearfaed, the viscous drift force can also be 
represented by the second term in the Volterra functional power series. 

(2) The slowly varying viscous drift force increases with increasing the mean 
wave frequency of two different wave components. 

(3) The viscous drift force does not depend on the draft but the ratio between 
the wave height and the diam.eter of the cylinder. 

The second result shows that the sllowly varying drift force including the vis-
cous drift force can be expressed by the second term of the Volterra functional 
series. But in order to strictly deal with the viscous drift force, it is necessary 
to take into account the interaction between viscous and potential:flows, fur-
thermore we must consider the probleIJns of di:ff:raction and memory e:ffects in 
the Morison equation. 

For simplicity, we applied the Standing's method to estimate the viscous 
drift force acting on the structure considered. 

Standing9> has shown the relation between the steady viscous drift force 
and the potential drift force on a fixed vertical circular cylinder, resting on the 
sea-bed and piercing the free surface as follows: 

R＝に甚｝ (3.43) 

where D is a di四neterof the cylinder, H the wave height,入thewave length 
and Cd the drag coefficient. 

Figure 3.17 shows the contribution rate of viscous and potential components 
to the steady drift force. The dotted line indicates a wave breaking limit. White 
circles are the experimental results and 1the solid line shows the curve of R equal 
to 1, i.e., the viscous steady drift force is equal to the potential steady drift 
force, when Cd = 1. It is clear that the viscous steady drift force is larger than 
the potential one when H/ D > 0.5. Thus if the ratio of the viscous drift force 
to the potential one is high, we must take into account the viscous drift force 
as follows: 

凡＝（1+R)Fd (3.44) 

where Fd is the potential steady drHt force and凡isthe steady drift force 
corrected by viscous e:ffect, i.e., the ste叫ydrift force including both the viscous 
and potential drift forces. 

In the case of experiments in irregular waves, H is replaced by half of the 
signi:ficant wave height an~ Gd is 0.5. The drag coefficient w邸 obtainedfrom a 
result of the towing test. Fd is shown iby ・the thick dotted line in Fig.3.1 7. From 
this:figure it is found that the estimate of the steady drift force corrected by 
viscous effect agrees with the experimental results. 



3.4.6 Characteristics of slowly varying drift force 

Numerical contours of real and imaginary parts of slowly varying drift force fs; 
are shown as a function of two variables W;i and w; in Fig.3.18. The variables w, 
and Ji; are normalized by: 

0i=W喜
jij=←_」ii

ぅpg| à ||町|L 

where a, and a; are a:rnplitudes of two di:fferent waves respectively. 

(3.45) 

(3.46) 

It is found from this figure that the real part of f,; has the peak in the 
vicinity of (w,,w;) = (0.806,0.806), but it is:flat except in the the vicinity, and 
that the imaginary part is also:flat along the line w, = w;. This result may infer 
that the Newman approximation can be applied to this model. 

Comparison between the numerical and experimental results with respect 
to the slowly varying drift force is shown in Fig.3.19. The left side indicates 
the amplitude of quadratic t!ansfer function of slowly varying drift force and 
the right side does the phase of it. The thin dotted lines are the experimental 
results in irregular waves(those results a.re obtained from the cross bispectrum 
analysis), the solid line is the numericむlresults based on the potential theory, 
the dash-dotted line obtained from applying the Newman approximation to the 
numerical results, and the broken line the results obtained from the applying 
the Newman approximation to the nuIJaerical values corrected by the viscous 
e:ffect; i.e. the values estimated by Eq.(:3.44). And△w indicates the di:fference 
of two di:fferent wave frequencies and the horizontal axis is the mean frequency 
of them. 

Although the slowly varying drift force may directly be obtained from the 
experiment, we indirectly obtained the jfOjl'Ce in the following way. 

Using the quadratic transfer function of surge motion, G2 (which is ob-
tained from cross bispectral analysis of the experimental data) and the transfer 
function of surge motion to the external force, HL (which is obtained from the 
free oscillation test in still water), the quadratic transfer function of the slowly 

varying drift force G~ can indirectly be olbtained by the following relation: 

喝(w1, —匹）＝ 伍 (w1,-w2) 

I-IL（四一 w2)
(3.47) 

where 

HL(w) = 1 
~ 

Cn -(M+mu)研＋ 3•N炉
(3.48) 

and we assume that the hydrodynamic force coefficients of Eq.(3.48) do not 
change in waves. 
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From this:figure the numerical value based on the poteniial theory is much 
lower than the experimental results, but the former has the same tendency 
邸 thelatter. Comparisons of the solid and dash-dotted lines reveal that the 
Newman approximation can be applied in this case. And the broken line, i.e. the 
numerical results corrected by taking i)[lto account the viscous effect, agrees with 
t_he experimental results. This mealtls that in order to estimate the slow drift 
motion of the floating structure supported by many legs with small diameter, we 
should take into account not only the potential drift force but also the viscous 
one. 

3.4. 7 Variation of hydrodynamic force coefficients of slow 
drift motion in waves 

In the section 2.1, we state that the damping coefficient of slow drift motion in 
waves is different from one in still water. In this section we shall investigate if 
such phenomenon occurs in the f ollowilng way. 

First, let G2, G~ and HL be the qu叫ratictransfer function of surge motion, 
the quadratic transfer function of slowly立 ryingdrift force and the tr皿 sfer
function of surge motion to external force, respectively. Let them. hold the 
relationship of Eq.(3.4 7). And we shalll introduce the _transfer function of slow 
drift motion to instantaneous wave power, 3(w), given by : 

3(w) 
s:&ぐ
S¢(W) 

Iw俎(w-w'）S((w')G2(w-w',w')dw' = _ ＿』

fw,S<:(w -w'）坂(w')dw'

(3.49) 

where 5'.ベ2 is the cross spectrum between the surge motion x and instantaneous 
wave power (2, and S.く2 the auto spectrum of (2. Then from Eqs.(3.23) and 
(3.4 7), the following relation is satisfied: 

己＊（w)= HL(w)W2(w) (3.50) 

Thus, if the Newman approximation ca,n be applied, the non-dimensional trans-
fer function of surge motion to exterit1.aJ force,瓦 canbe obtained by: 

万L(w)= 己＊（w)

已(0)
(3.51) 

Comparison between瓦 obtainedfrom Eq.(3.51) and月r,(=Cu ・HL) obtained 
from恥 (3.48)is shown in Fig.3.20. I!'-the figure the thin lines are the results of 
万Land the solid line is the result of flt, where the value己(0)(=HL(O) ・ W2(0)) 



in Eq.(3.51) is estimated from (3.26) as follows: 

·—<2)

己(0)
F 
C119t 

(3.52) 

From this figure,酌 isin good agreement with且Lin case of wave condition 
1, but in other cases, the peak frequency of瓦 movestowards the low fre-
quency side and the peak value becomes sm叫whenthe peak frequency of wave 
spectrum becomes high, as compared with HL. Namely, this means that when 
the peak frequency of wave spectrum becomes high, the damping coefficient of 
slow ~rift m?tion in w~ve~ b~co~es b~gger th_:n, on_e in sti~ :-:at~r.. In ?rder ~o 
examine an increase rate in the dampiug coefficient, we got the hydrodynamic 
coefficients by means of the le邸 tsquare method from Eq.(3.52), under the as— 
sumption that瓦 isequivalent to Eq.(3.48). These results are shown in Table 
3.5. Obviously, the phenomenon that the damping force in waves becomes larger 
than_~ne in sti~ water occurs. The amount is L6 "'1. 7 _times the da~pin~ force 
in still water. Furthermore the virtual mass in waves decreases 10 % of one in 
still water. 

3.4.8 Time domain simulation 

(1) Surge motion equation in tim(e domain and its solution 

If the added mass and the damping forces of slow drift motion in still water 
do not change in waves and the coupliltlg terms are neglected, a surge motion 
equation of the floating body moored by linear springs may be represented in 
time domain as follows: 

where 

(M1+mn(OO））ふ＋Jtkn(t-T)麟＋au（ふふ）＋ G11X1
-oo 

=F(1)（t)＋F(2)（t) 

M1 ; mass 
m11(oo) ; added mass at w = oo 
au ; viscous d四npingforce 
C 11 ; restoring force coefficient 
K 11 ; memory effect function 
p(l) ; first order force 
p<2> ; second order force 

(3.53) 

Moving all terms in恥．（3.53)except for inertia terms to the right hand side, 
Eq.(3.53) becomes equivalent to the Newton equation as: 

Mふ＝一mn(00）ふー／t kn(t-T)丸dT-an（ふ，＜；t）-CnX1
-oo 
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+F<1)(t) + F(2)(t) (3.54) 

Then we can numerically solve the above equation in time domain if the viscous 
damping force is known. In order to solve Eq.(3.54) in time domain, we used 
the Newmark-/3method14). According 1r.o the Newmark-(3 method, when a surge 
motion at a time t汎 isexpressed by Xi, Xf+1 at tn+l = t” 十△tcan be 
represented四 follows:

叩＝X「＋△t対＋芋対＋厨（研内） （3.55) 

• △ ` 

Xや＝対＋ー（えr+l＋対） （3.56) 
2 

After iterations, the motion equation, that is, Eq.(3.54) can be solved in time 
domain, where we use 1/4 as a value of/3．When this value is used, it is 
mathematically proven that the solution is absolutely stable. 

The judgement of convergence was conducted under the following condition: 

I饂ゴ「f,m l 
ぇ叶1

1,m 
—|s 声 (3.57) 

where the subscript m denotes the iteration number. 

(2) Hydrodynamic force in time domain 

From the Fourier transform to the first two terms in the left hand side of 
Eq.(3.53), the following relations are given; 

mu(w) = mu(oo) 一~100 I<u(t) sin wtdt 
W 。 (3.58) 

oo 

N甜(w)= 10<., Ku(t)coswtdt 

゜
(3.59) 

where 

m11 (w) ; added mass in frequency domain 

N甜（）．．w) ; radiation wave damping in frequency domain 

Then if the added mass and the radiation wave damping force over in:finite 
range are given, the hydrodynamic forces in time domain, i.e. m11 (oo) and 
K11(t), can be obtained from the relations (3.58) and (3.59). But this procedure 
is not easy, because it is impossible to get the frequency-domain hydrodynamic 

force numerically over in:finite range.. Thus we extrapolate Nn)(w), which is 
obtained in some frequency range, by using the spline function, get the frequency 



point wo that the extrapolated value becomes zero, and calculate the following 
integral over wo ~ w ~ 0. 

Ku(t)＝汀゚ Nザ(w)coswtdw
T 。 (3.60) 

We will check the accuracy of the above numerical approximation later. 

(3) Viscous hydrodynamic force 

In order to get the viscous hydrodynamic damping forces, one divides wetted 
surfaces of a:floating body into several blocks, and obtaines the viscous damping 
force from integrating the viscous drag acting on the centre of projection area 
of all blocks: That is 

an =N戸 i|ふ|

咄＝iり（fsn凸 dS

(3.61) 

(3.62) 

In this paper, for simplicity, the viscous drag force was determined by the 
following equivalent linearized form: 

an =1V：ふ (3.63) 

where the experimental value shown in the section 3.4.3 wa.s used a.s the value 
of Nf1 in this case. 

(4) Wave force 

(a) First order force 

According to the linear system theory ill, the field of communication theory, the 

first order wave excitation acting on_ a floating body can be represented as; 

砂 (t)＝／叶(t)((t-r)dr (3.64) 

where g{ is a impulse response functiolll of first order wave excitation, and its 
Fourier transform, i.e. frequency resp01;1.s,e function, becomes as: 

1 
g{（T) ＝石/G如）exp(iwt)dw (3.65) 

If the wave spectrum shape U(w) is know:n, Rice h邸 shownthat the:first order 
wave excitation can be represented by the following stochastic integral form: 

砂 (t)=JI G{(w) I cos(wt + μ(t:1.11) -arg(G{ (w)））酒戸瓦 (3.66) 

Note that the Rice's representation does not depend on the initial value, i.e. it 
is a stoch邸 ticintegral representation, and it is not a physical causal system. 
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(b) Steady and slowly varying; drift forces 

Using the system function w2 defined iIIL Eq.(3.18), the slowly varying drift force 
including the steady drift force can be represented邸：

砂 (t)＝／匹(r)ぐ(t-r)む (3.67) 

where 

崎）＝ー1／l1V2(w) exp(iwr)dw 
2'iT 

(3.68) 

and 

鯰）＝可1／叫(w-w1,w1)S<(w')dw1 (3.69) 

If G{（Wi，町） issmooth enough for Wi and w; andー8Gl aGl 
2 

aui and ?. are small, we 
戸2) 如，．

can generate the slowly varying drift f o:rce by passing 9 •ぐ(t) into a low pass 

filter,四 shownin the section 3.2. 

(5) C omparison between simulation results and experimental ones 

Before doing the simulation we investigated that the assumption (3.60) can be 
applied. Takagi and Saito15) has shown theoretically an asymptotic behaviour of 
the memory effect functions for a half submerged sphere. Comparisons between 
their results and the calculated results due to Eq.(3.60) are shown in Fig.3.21. 
It is found from this figure that both results are in agreement although a slight 
deformation is observed to the calculated memory e:ffect function. It is consid-
ered from practical point of view that tlte present calculation method is accurate 
enough to get memory effect function:s since in general radiation damping forces 
exponentially decrease with increasing wave frequency. However we should note 
that the added m邸 sm11 (oo) is slightly modified by the truncation effect.(see 
e.g. Fig.3.22). In this paper calculations were carried out untill the frequency 
range such that a stable added m邸 s,11ri11 (oo) is given. 

Comparisons between simulation.results due to Eq.(3.53) and experimental 
results of slow drift surge motion for eac:h wave conditions are shown in Figs.3. 23 
and 3.24, and the surge motion spectra of each results are indicated in Fig.3.25. 
The slowly varying drift forces are simulated by using both Eqs.(3.18) and (3.27). 
As an amplitude of'8(w), which expr('..sses the frequency characteristics of a low 
p邸 sfilter in Eq.(3.27), a squared cosine type such that'8(w) = 1 for w = 0 and 
'8(w) = 0 for w equal to the peak frequency of wave spectrum is used. A time 
interval for simulation is 60msec. From this figure it is found that both results 
are in good agreement in the c邸 eth:a.t the first order motion is dominant, but 
that the simulation results become larger than the experimental results when 
the slow drift motion is dominant. It is considered that this is caused by a wave 
drift damping force. 
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Chapter 4 

Stochastic analysis of 
second order responses 

This section develops a theory of two p1robabilistic subjects associated with ob-
taining the second order response of a moored:floating structure in the horizontal 
plane. The first method utilized to obt叫nthe total second order response p.d.f. 
assumes neither a weakly nonlinear response nor a pure quadratic response. 
This theory is based on the "approxima:te theory" of continuous distribution in 
mathematical statistics where the p.d.f. of the total second order response can 
be represented by the La四erreexpansion which express the釦stterm by a 
G皿 map.d.i. This is similar to the VillLje's method which is comparable to the 
Gram-Cha:rlier expansion which expres:Bes the first term by a Gaussian p.d.f., 
although the Grarn.-Charlier expansion does not uniformly converge and nega— 
tive probabilities may occur. The use of the Laguerre expansion/Gamma p.d.f. 
method to obtain the total second ordle1r response p.d.f. can be applied to solve 
the above problems, furthermore it can also treat the case of equal double eigen-
values that the Naess'method cannot.'The second method utilized obtains the 
highest mean arn.plitude of the total seciOnd order response of a moored:floating 
structure. By introducing an assumptitoin. that a response and its time derivative 
processes are mutually independent, it is shown that the p.d.f. of the positive 
maxima or the negative minima can be expressed by the derivative of the p.d.f. 
of the instantaneous response. 

As a basic study, the applicability of the present method is first discussed 
by comparisons between the Naess'exact p.d.f. solution for pure second or-
der responses of moored:floating serni-drcular and rectangular 2-D structures. 
Next, the statistical interferences of the linear and quadratic responses on the 
p.d.f. and the 1/n th highest mean amplitude are investigated by changing the 
darn.ping and restoration coefficients of'the response system. Finally we investi-
gate the practicability of the present method through comparisons between the 
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measured results and the estimates obt直nedfrom the present method. 

4.1 Probabilistic Approach to The Total Sec-
ond Order Response of a Moored Floating 
Structure 

4.1.1 Instantaneous p.d.f. 

(1) Exact Theory 

The total second order response of a moored:floating structure that is being 
subjected to a Gaussian random excitation at some fixed time may be expressed 
as: 

X(t) = x(1} + x<2> 

where the linear term is given by: 

砂＝／肛(T)＜（t-T)dT 
T 

and the nonlinear second order term as: 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

x(2) ＝ /jぬ(T1心）〈：（t-町）＜（t-乃）d和 (4.3)
Tl 乃

In equations (4.2) and (4.3), C(t) denotes the surface elevation which is a sta— 
tionary Gaussian random variable with a zero mean. The kernel 01 is a linear 
impulse response function. The kernel g,2 is analogous to the linear impulse re-
sponse function and is called the quadra,tic impulse response function (see 3.1). 
And we assume that they are continuo1:1s and absolutely integrable, then they 
possess a Fourier transform as shown previously(Eq.(3. 7)). 

In order to represent the quadratic process x<2) by a sum of random vari-
ables, yielding the same probability distribution, the Kac & Siegert theory(K-S 
method) is used. This leads to the following representation: 

00 00 

X(t)＝区ci閉(1t)＋LA;W;2(t) (4.4) 
.'J .＇’ 

where W; is a set of independent Gaussi皿 randomvariables of zero mean value 
and unit variance. The入;are eigenvalues which satisfy: 

IOO K(W1心）衝（叫dw2= A;叱(W1)
-oo 

(4.5) 

(435) 
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The par皿 etersc;, which represent the linear response, can be determined by: 

00 

Cj = /-OO伍 (w)ぷ石(w) (4.6) 

where* indicates a complex conjugate and S(is a two-sided wave spectrum. In 
equation (4.5) is a set of orthogonal eigenfunctions which satis:fies: 

!-OOOO叱(W)町(W)du={； : ; ; ： (4.7) 

and kernel function K(w1心） isa HerIJo.ite kernel defined by: 

K(w心）＝応玉ェ五み(w1心） (4.8) 

When the eigenvalues入;and the par皿 etersc; are known, the p.d.f. is given 
by: 

Px(x)＝上1_:exp(-ixs)</> x (s)ds 
2~ —•OO 

where the characteristic function is 

00 

</,x(s)＝且了→冗戸p(-
弓s2

］ 
J2(1-2的s)

The mean, the variance and the higher order cumulants are given by: 

k1＝ X = E[X(t)] = E >.; 

k2 = u灸＝ EcJ+2こ碍＝叶＋93

km= E2m-1(m-l)！入j+ i.こm!入;-2号 form~ 3 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

Kac and Siegert1> and Neal2) concludled that the p.d.f. expressed in Eq.(4.9) 
cannot be determined in a closed form and therefore must be computed numer-
ically. Although this is true in most c邸 es,it can be written in a closed form in 
some special cases which will be discussed next. 

(2) NAESS'APPROACH 

Naess3),4),5) introduced a slow drift approximation such thatの(w1,w2) = 0 
when w1 • w2 > 0. This indicates that the high frequency component which 
corresponds to sum of w1 and w2 is negligible. This is a physically acceptable 
fact, and it is a convenient approximatfon for our purpose. Naess determined 
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that the Eq.(4.5) eigenvalue problem generated a set of double eigenvalues as 
follows: 

K(w1,w2) = 0 for w1 ・ w2 < 0 

IOOK(W1心）叱(w2)dw2＝孔（W1) for w1こ0(4.12)

入゚2j-1＝切＝ふ

where 

い（w)= {灼(W)
古ふ；（w)

0

0
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(4.13) 

聾）＝｛°-氾(W):： : t 
六的(w) , w < 0 

and also that the linear response is negligilbly small when compared to the second 
order response, i.e., Cj・三 0.The p.d.f. of the pure second order response can be 
shown in the closed form as follows: 
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, X ~ 0 

(4.14) 

，のく 0

where 

h = n •1-
k=1 (］しー的;;;入j

and the set of eigenvalues g are divided into two groups，入;,j=l,··•,M,for

入;> 0 and入叫＝ M + 1,··•,N, for.¥,; く 0.The above results are then valid 
unless equal double eigenvalues exist. 

(4.15) 

(3) APPROXIMATE THEORY 

(i) Gr皿 -Charlierexpansion imethod 

The au thors6) showed that if the nonliine:ar response considered here is weakly 

nonlinear the instantaneous p.d.f. can be represented by the Gram-Chartier 
expansion. The expansion is the Hermite expansion, the first approximation of 
which is the Gaussian p.d.f.. We shall indicate their method in brief. 

(437) 
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If the eigenvalues入； arevery smaJI compared with c;, X may approach 
Gaussian. So we replace X -E[X) by JZ'and introduce the error function PE(z) 
defined by 

PE(z) = Px(~~) -N(O, u}) (4.16) 

where N(O, Uk) is the zero mean Gauss p.d.f. with variance equal to咋 Ifpc 
can be represented by a family of orthogonal functions with weigh ting function 
{w(z)ら(z)},it can be expanded in the following form: 

00 

Pふ）＝区aふ (z)w(z) (4.17) 
霞＝1

where 

a冗＝／OOら(z)pふ）dz
-00 

(4.18) 

If w(z) is the Gaussian p.d.f., it is well-known that h.. (z) are given by the 
Hermite polynomials. From the properties of the Hermite polynomials the p.d.f. 
can be approximated by the Gram-Charlier expansion: 

Px(x) ~ ~[1 + f ~.凡｛二王｝exp（一巴二ざ~[1+ ~;j(J'}•Er.. {~} exp(-~(J'灸）］
”=3 

(4.19) 

where Hn are the Hermite polynomial:s and bn represent the higher moments 
de:fined by 

妬＝ E[(x-天”)"］ for nこ3 (4.20) 

And the moments functions can be obtained from frequency domain integrals 
of transfer functions and wave spectrum as shown in Appendix F. 

This method h邸 asignificant a.dva.ntage in the point of obtaining the ap-
proximate solution from numerical integral procedures. However, we should 
note that the Gram-Charlier expansion does not always converge uniformly and 
that the negative probabilities occur if the expansion is truncated at finite order. 
The occurrence of negative probabilities is physically inconsistent. 

Edgeworth 7) investigated the convergence of the Gram-Charlier series and 
he has shown that if only a few terms are computed, the best grouping of terms 
in Eq.(4.19) is not that associated with taking terms in their natural order(i.e. 
o, 3, 4, 5,・・・）． And he proposed regrouped series. The grouping is 

゜0,3 ….1st approximation 
0,3,4,6….2nd 
0,3,4,6,5,7,9.. 3rd 

This list implies that if the O and 3 te1~ms are used as the first approximation, 
the addition of terms 4 and 6 gives the next order approximation, and so forth. 
This regrouped series is called "Edg畑 orthseries". The Gram-Ch叫 ierseries 
up to third order is equal to the Edgevl70rth series. 



(ii) Asymptotic solution meJGhod 

Naess4> found an exact series form solution for the instantaneous p.d.f. of total 
second order response. His argument i:s:asfollows: 

From equation (4.10) and the slow drift approximation, the c.f., </,x(s) is 
given by 

N 

叙 (s)= Il釘(s)
j=l 

(4.21) 

I 
釘(s)= ~exp[-

(c~j-1 + C匂）
］ 

1 -2的 s 2(1 -2和s)
(4.22) 

It is seen that <p x (s) h邸 isolatedessential singularities at s =-~. Rewriting 
.2入ゴ

釘(s)as 

も（）
i ・ ____ r ib;s2 

i(s) = ~— exp [-~ 
功 (s-,Si) S -si 

］ 

一where b; = (c~j-l + c為）4入jands;=•―→・2入，． 9
it can be shown that 

和(s)
= - exp{-i(six + 2bPi)｝ 

功 (S-Sj) 
叙 (s)exp(-ixs) 

b~s2 
x exp{-i[(b; + x)(s -s;) + ~]} 

s -si 

(4.23) 

(4.24) 

where the functionも＝芍餅Henceも(s)is analytic in a neighborhood of sか
which implies that 

00 

も(s)= Ea罰s-s; t for I sli < e]・(e;are any constants) (4.25) 
n=O 

The p.d.f. can be obtained from integr1a.ting (4.24) from -oo to oo with respect 
to s. Invoking the residue theorem, coirtsequently we get: 

Px(x) =｛こ缶exp(士-舟)Q走）

E-dbexp(点-も)Q走）

where the function Q;（ェ） aredefined by 

ぉ＞〇

x<O 

00.  b. Q走）＝区(~)ma匂(-土ー）m/2Im( V匂(bj＋工）

2|ぷ| bJ；十の 一m=0 い1

(4.26) 

) (4.27) 
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and Im(x) denotes the modi:fied Bessel function of integer order m. The exp証

(j) 
sion coefficients a~'can be derived fron1 the Taylor expansion of the function 

:oo 

も(s)= ][I如）
k=1 
i,-:f,:, 

around s = s;. When b; = O,j = l,•·•,N, i.e. when the first order response is 
neglected, it is e函 lyseen that since 10(0) = 1 and 

00 

a炉＝ Il州 s;）
l:=,l 
k#J 

,equation (4.26) reduces to equation (4.14). 
Since it is very difficult to numerically evaluate equation (4:_26), Naess ob-

tained the aymptotic solution for x→ oo from (4.26) when,¥1 is dominant 
compared with the other eigenvalues, i.e. when the fo~owing approximation is 
adopted. 

N 

ふ(s)~ふ(s1) = a附＝II州 s1)

From Eq.(4.22) it is found that 

N 
1 

lc=2 

紺＝II r·exp[~ 
A,•bi 

-l 
i=2 (1ーも） ふ（ふ—入i)

Using the following asymptotic relation:: 

Io（エ）～土exp(x)
犀

as a： → OO 

it can now be shown that 

px(X) ～ 
ai1) （ぷ戸ー1/2 （丘＋ぷ）2

2試 h
-）  exp[-

2j1 

(4.28) 

(4.29) 

(4.30) 

］ as a： → OO 

(4.31) 
This implies that PX behaves like 0(eXJ?(-x)) for x→oo whenふ>ふ

Vinje8> also found the same expressilon as (4.31). But his result is in error 
as noted by N aess. 

(iii) New approximate theory 

An alternative approach to Naess'exa~ct solution will now be developed. If the 
number of the eigenvalues are finite, then from Eq.(4.4) the total response X(t) 
may be decomposed into the following form: 

X(t) =約十 Z2 (4.32) 



where 
M 

Z1＝こ（ci]Wi+Aiwf)
j=l 

(4.33) 

Z2= t匂W凸 W]) (4.34) 
j=M+l 

It can be mathematically proven that zr1 and Z2 are mutually independent in a 
statistical sense(e.g. Papoulis10>). If the time is fixed and c;三 O,Z1 becomes a 
random variable which is always positive while Z2 is always negative. In this case 
it can be proven from the approximate theory of continuous random distribution 
in mathematical statistics that the p.d、,f.of Z1 and妬 canbe expanded to a 
series of the generalized Laguerre polynomials11). The first ・ ter・m of the series 

is the two parameter Gamma p.d.f.. For ex皿 ple,if Y = A1W{ +・・・十．入nW;
and入;> 0(i = 1, • • •, n), then the p.d.f.. of Y can be expanded by the following 
series with uniform convergence・: 

V 00 （サー1) 工
PY（x)＝四(X,20;-）［］L十LB山（一

2 20 
)] （4.35) 

k=l 

（t) 
where P-y is the Gamma p.d.f. with two p;uameters 0 and v, L~ 2'is the general— 

ized Laguerre polynomials, and B1; represents the coefficients determined from 
the orthogonal property of the Laguerire polynomials. Since the parameters 0 
and v are unknown, they can be deter]rruined by eliminating B1 and B2. Then 
P-y becomes a second order approximation for py, and the:first and second order 
moments of py agree with those of Pr The same approximation can be also 
applied in the case of c; :f; 0 by transforming Z1 in Eq.(4.33) into the following 
form: 

Yi= Z1心舌＝区砂2

V;=Wj＋弐 (4.36) 

Eq.(4.36) is the same quadratic form oj「Gaussianrandom variables as the case 

for c; = O, except that E［V;(t)]=rr; # 0. Since the p.d.f. of V;2(t) becomes a 2入，•?(t)
non-central x2 p.d.f. and乃aremutuailly independent, the p.d.f. of Y can be 
represented by a series form of the no11t-central x2 p.d.f. Using the fact that a 
non-central x2 p.d.f. can be expanded by the generalized ½aguerre polynomials, 
the p.d.f. of Y can also be represented by a series form using a Gamma p.d.f. 
and a generalized Laguerre polynomial:s like Eq.(4.35). There is, however, sta— 

tistical interference between the linear a,nd the quadratic responses at the higher 
order moments greater than third order(e.g. Eq.(4.11)), thus it is insufficient 
to adequately describe this statistical interference approximation by using only 
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the leading two terms. Therefore we must extend the two term approximation 
to at least a three term approximation, i.e. approximate the response by means 
of a Garn.ma p.d.f. is de:fined with three param.eters(0, 11, ando) in the following 
form: 

V, 1,  _...,,,_,, Xー6
四(x,6,20;-）＝ 

21 -(20)11/2f(v/2) 
（エー ot/2-1exp(----）び（エー 6)

20 

whereび(x-8) is the step function de恥 edas: 

(4.37) 

び(x-8) = 1「1l o 
6

6

 

>
I
V
 

”
x
 

(4.38) 

0 is the generating number of G皿 map.d.f., and v the degrees of freedom. 
The corresponding c.f. becomes: 

1 
も(u,5,20;v/2)= ~exp(i5u) 

(1 -2i伽）v/2
(4.39) 

Taking the difference between the CUIJClllllant-generating function of Z1 and that 
of a random variable which yields a three parameter (0, v, 8) Gamma p.d.f. we 
obtain, 

△ 三 log</>z1 -log妬

M M 2 2 1 
= -¼ tlog(l -2i入iu)＋竺log(l-2知）ー区 ” 

2 i=1 2 たf2(1 -2i入iu)

． 
ー96氾

Substituting位＝一江＿ intoequati 1+291(1 into equation (4.40) we get: 

(4.40) 

△ 
1 

M 
M-111 

三ー一Llog[l-2（入j•一針）ら］ +—— log(l + 2腿）
2 i=1 2 

M 2 

＋こ均
e2 
11 ]-

616 

j=l 
2L{l-2(.¥jー針）も｝（1+ 20心） （1 + 20ふ）

(4.41) 

If釘istaken such as妬＞ max入j(i=1,…，M), 12（入i-釘）＆）I~ 120161 ~ 1 
for all 6. Thus△ can be expanded into a uniform convergence power series. 
Consequently the expansion form of△:is given by: 

△
 

C2 
＝（区Aj→101-81)＆+（区碍ー 2I:屈 l＋碕＋どす＋ 2騎）ef

(442) 



暑（こ刈ー3L別＋3L入i'(}f-V1(}f)-40柘＋こげ

-2こc拓］｛r+ 0({2騎｝り (4.42) 

The first, second and third terms of the right hand side of equation (4.42) may 
be eliminated if the unknown variables ~11, 111 and 51 are determined as follows: 

01=~ 羽＋ i立
4E碍＋2Ecj 

6l＝区ふ・--
1(2E碍＋E号）2

41E 刈＋ 3EA]•C1

2(2~ 碍＋ E 号）3
V1 = 

(4EA} ＋3E入吋）2

(4.43) 

If the slow drift approximation ob紐ainedby Naess is applied!..the parameters in 
Eq.(4.43) should be replaced by 61 = 2'61,み＝ 2巧．， and釘＝釘． Thusthe 
p.d.f. of Z1 can be approximately evaluaLted in the following form: 

Pz1(x) ~ Pャ，困，201泊／2) (4.44) 

This becomes the third order approxim,ation of p z1 because the first, second, 
and third order moments completely agree with the actual ones. Equation (4.44) 
can be exactly expanded by the generalized Laguerre polynomials邸 follows:

From Eq.(4.42) the c.f. of Z1 is given by the expansion form邸：

00 

紅＝も(u,81, 20凸／2)exp［LA滋］
”=4 

00 

＝む区B1cef (4.45) 
k=O 

where B。=1,B1 = B2 = B3 = 0. 
Using the following relation 

8k 
～ 

80k 
妬＝叫；；1+ 2).,, ・ (iii + 2k -2)ef妬

1 

(4.46) 

results in 
00 

転＝E BK 炉
--¢7 

み(ii1+ 2)・・・伍＋ 2k-2)紐
. (4.47) 

k=O 

The partial derivative of妬withrespect to 01 can also be represented in another 
form by: 

防—1)1iぶ“OO 9̂ 8k 
一佑＝ （ ） ／夜“1エー(e→丑／2＋K-1

碕 尻r伍／2）。記
)dx (4.48) 
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Using the generalized Laguerre polym.omials, 

eZェ‘-a d" 
L(a)（x) =―-一(e―zx"+a
, T! dが ） 

where a>ー1,r = O, 1, 2, • • •, Eq.(4A8) can be rewritten邸 follows:

(4.49) 

釦＝ぷ嘉』1(X)k!exp（一苧詈）V,/2-1LiV,/2-1)（主嗜

(4.50) 
Finally we obtain the complete form <>f the p.d.f. of Z1 in the following series 
form 

PZ1 

where 

--
＝四(x,81,20凸／:2)[1十区BK

°° （一1}1k!r伍／2)

k=4 附(ii1/2+k) 

一(vi/2-1) I~ - 61 
xら(--—2(}1 、

）］ 

祀 （み／2-1)/ Xーぶ
Bk ＝一廿E[l五 （一?)](-1) 01 

(4.51) 

(4.52) 

This final expansion form is not used except in the cases where the moments 
higher than third order are of importance. 

The p.d.f. of -Z2，邸 well邸 thatc::1r Z1, can be also approximated by a three 
p匹 ameterGamma p.d.f.（む，み， and6~z) as follows: 

厄 (x)~四(,”’む， 202; み／2) (4.53) 

The results of Eqs.(4.44) and (4.53) illld:icate that the total second order response 
process X(t) can be approximated by the difference of the two independent 
random variables which yield a Gamma distribution with three parameters. 
From the convolution integrals of the Gamma p.d.f.'s the p.d.f. of the total 
second order response can be obtained by: 

f（むむ；和む）J。°°(z十エー・ぷ＋む）v1/2-1zみ／2-le-azdz

～ ～ 

xこ6l-62 
--

x exp(-＝含ヂ）
Px(x) = 

巫，む；和む） J。°°(z ーエ＋屈—む）；；2/2-1zv1/2-1e―azdz 

--
x exp(＝含竺） ~ -

工<6l -62 

(4.54) 



where 

f (01,ぬ；ぶ，む）＝―- 1 

(201）研(2妬）v2/2r（み／2)r（み／2)'

1 1 
a= —+ -

201. 2み
(4.55) 

and the multiple-valued integrants take a principal value. 

(iv) Convergence to Gaussian p.d.f 

When the eigenvalues入j are very small compared with Cj, i.e. when入j are 
neglected, the total second order response process, X(t) certainly approaches 
Gaussian. In this section we shall show this fa.ct from the present theory. 

From Eq.(4.43) it is found that 

01 =議
ぷ＝叉9-Jox (4.56) 

Namely the parameters of the Gamma p.dl.f. are not mutually inde~竺dent, two 
parameters in the three can be represented by the rest ifびxand X are fixed. 
Takingみ， whichrepresents the degree of freedom of the Gamma p.d.f., as an 
independent parameter, replacing the variable x by z like 

a?-X 
z=-『

びX

and setting n = v1/2, the Gamma p.d.f.. can be rewritten from Eq.(4.37) as: 

四（z)= {品（ぷz+n)”―1exp(—ぷz-n) forz >—ぷ (4.57)
0 for z ~—ぷ

When入;< 1, i.e. n ::>-1, we shall consider the邸 ymptoticbehavior of Eq.(4.57) 
as n→ 00. 

Noting that the first term of四 ymptoticexpansion of Gamma function r(z) 
is given by 

r(z + 1) =ぷ~z+l/2e―z as z → OO 

and the Taylor expansion of log(1 + u) for lul < 1 is represented邸：

1 
log(l + u) = u -~ + o（研）

2u2 

then we have: 

logp-y 
1 1 z2 分

= -log年＋｛――—+—+ • • •}- - -
4研 3n2

＋ 
2 I 3ぷ

2 z z 
-（-+—+· • ・) + o(l) (4.58) 
~ I 2n 
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If n→oo, from equation (4.58) it is found that 

that is 

log P-y """ -logぷ：＿亡＋0（土
2 ぷ

1 丑
P-y~ —--
” 

exp( 
2 
） as n → 00 (4.59) 

This implies that P-y can be approxilmated by the Gaussian p.d.f. when n is 
sufficiently large. But we should note that the the range which the Gamma 
p.d.f can be regarded邸 theGaussian ;p.d.f. is limitted to the variable range of 
zくぷ・

4.1.2 Maxima p.d.f. 

Statistical prediction of the maxima oi[ a random process is usually performed 
using the Rayleigh distribution under the condition that a random process is 
a stationary, narrow banded, Gaussian process with zero mean. But in the 
case of a second order response for a, moored floating structure, this condition 
may no longer be satisfied. In order to exactly obtain the maxima p.d.f. of 
a nonlinear response, the expected nu:mber of maxima greater than a specified 
l ・evel is required邸 shownby Lin 12). 

First, according to Lin, we shall show the exact theory. 
Figure 4.1 is an explanatory sketch of a random process X(t) for which the 

maxima(or minima) could be anywhe1・e in the range of (-oo, oo) and several 
maxima(or minima) could occur during. one cycle as defined by mean crossings. 
}!ere, maxima are defined as peaks which satisfy the condition.X(t) = 0 and 
え(t)く 0.Where邸 minimaare defined as troughs satisfying the condition X = 
0 and X > 0. As shown in Fig.4.1 maxima and minima can take both negative 
an~ positi!e values. The magnitude of 1:he maxima with positive v叫ues｛ざ（t)> 
o,x = o,x < o} or the minima with negative values {X(t) < O,X = O,X > O} 
would be critical if they exceed a cerhi.in value, and hence the statistical extreme 
values of these maxima and the minima provide valuable information for the 
engineering design purpose. 

For the problem of a mooring system the positive maxima are the most 
important, if the direction drifted by waves is positive. Since the statistical 
properties of negative minima can be estimated from those of positive max-
ima by means of the transform of ra,ndom variables, the positive maxima are 
considered in the following analysis. 

It can be邸 sumedthat X(t) is stationary and zero mean without loss of 
generality. Then the expected number of maxima above a specified level X(t) = 
e, denoted as E[M(e)], is obtained by: 

E[M(l)]＝「J゚|XIPxXぇ（x,O，る）dるe J-oo 
(4.60) 



The total expected number of maxima wilth positive values, denoted as E[M(-oo)], 
becomes 

E[M(-00)］ ＝ JOOdx／゚ I叫PxXぇ(x,0，る）d!i (4.61) 
-OO -OO 

where Pxxぇisthe joint p.d.f. 
Huston & Skopinski13) has assumed that the ratio of their two expected 

numbers is approximately equivalent to the probability in which the maximum 
values exceed a level y, i.e. E[M(y)/M(：一．oo)]::::= E[M(y))/ E[M(-oo)]. Under 
this邸 sumptionthe probability in whic.h the maximum positive values exceed 
a level y becomes 

Pp= 1-E[M(y)/M(-oo)] ~ 1-E[M(y)]/E[M(-oo)] (4.62) 

Then maxima p.d.f. is given by: 

砂＝―E[M[＿00)］[OO£pxxぇ(y,D,X)dる (4.63)

In the case that X(t) is the Gaussian process, Pp has already been obtained 
by Cartwright & Longuet-Higgins14). It can be prescribed by two parameters, 
i.e. spectrum band width parameter a11d variance. As well known, when the 
band width parameter is close to 1, i.e. wide banded process, Pp approaches the 
Gaussian p.d.f., and when the parameter close to 0, Pp approaches the Rayleigh 
p.d.f. 

But statistical characteristics and m,a.xima p.d.f. of nonlinear responses has 
not.been found out yet. So we must introduce some approximations to obtain 
Pp for the nonlinear response. 

For'this purpose the following assumpt、!onsare introduced. 

(1) Th e response is narrow banded, i.e. the negative maxima and positive 
minima are negligible. 

(2) Th e response is stationary. 

(3) The expected number of crossings at a speci:fied level with a positive gradient 
is equal to that of maxima over it, i.e. one-to-one correspondence between 
zero-upcrossings and maxima. 

Assumption (1) imposes considerable ]imitations to our objective. However 
the condition is usually satis:fied, except for fatigue analysis, because if the 
speci:fied level is sufficiently high, the ne:g試ivemaxima or positive minima that 
exist over this level are infrequent. In general, using these assumptions, the 
maxima (or minima) probability is overestimated as compared with exact one 
because the expected number of maxima over a sped:fied 1level is always greater 
than those crossing that level. Since statistical properties of the minima can be 
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obtained from those of the maxima, by means of a variable transform, only the 
maxima will be considered in the following analysis. 

Using the above assumptions, then 

M(y):幻炉(y) (4.64) 

where N+ is a random number crossing a specified level y at positive gradient 
and its expectation per unit time is given by: 

1, OO 

E[N+(y)] = ½ £:lxlPxx(Y,x)d出 (4.65) 

level ー・Thus a p.d.f. for an event where the IJnaxima are greater than a level y + X is 
given by: 

Pp('fl） ＝ --｛--
d r J; Pxx(Y + X,と）xdx

dy J。戸Pxx(了，と）xdx
｝ (4.66) 

where p xx is a joint probability density function of the response X and its time 
derivative X. 

In this way, under narrow band w繁s111mptionthe problem obtaining the max-
ima p.d.f. of nonlinear response can he transformed to the problem obtaining 
the joint p.d.f. Pxx・

i) Series approximate solutio:n (.）・

Obviously if instantaneous p.d.f.'s can be expanded into useful series represen-
tations, one would expect that similar useful generalized expansions would also 
exist for higher dimension p.d.f.'s. 

A particularly useful expansion for our purpose was introduced by the autors6>. 
The following development closely foUows their original works. 

Let p（x1,:砂） bea joint p.d.f. for the variables x1 and 呪!• The corresponding 
instantaneous p.d.f.'s are then 

氾）＝／p(x心）dx2

(4.67) 

P2（砂）＝／p(x心）dx1

Using the instantaneous p.d.f.'s as weiighting functions, we can construct two 
sets of orthonormal polynomials { Aい（叫｝ and｛知（吟）｝ fromthe integral 
relation 

j氾）ふ屯）A1ふ）d工1= 6m” 
(4.68) 

J四(x2)A2m(X'2)知（四）伍＝ 6m” 



If we邸 sumethat it is permissible to expand p(x1心 2)in terms of those two 
sets of orthonormal functions, then 

p（ぉぃ叫＝ Plい）P2包）E％”知（叫知（叫 （4.69) 
m,'ll, 

By employing Eq.(4.68) in Eq.(4.69), we c皿 evaluatethe expansion coefficients, 

amn = ff p(x1, X2）知（叫A2ふ）dx1dx2 (4. 70) 

If the matrix (amn) is diagonal, i.e. amn = an Omn, 

p(x1, x2) = Pl（叫P2（四）区a”年（叫知（四） （4.71) 
'I' 

This is equivalent to the Mercer expansion15) of the kernel function in the inte-
gral equation (see Appendix E). 

The validity of Eq.(4.71) can be illustrated as follows: 
Let p(x1, x2) be the joint Gaussian p.d.f. as 

2 I _2 

P（エぃx2)= 1 （町＋巧ー 2匹 1x2)
exp{-

21ru2~ 2況(1-e2) 

with corresponding p.d.f. 

1 丑
p(x) =―9 

富び
exp(＿_＿ 

2び2
） 

Using the Mehler's expansion16),given by 

1 ｛伯（叶十 x~)- 2匹 1四｝
exp[----

戸 2(1ー企）

00 
、Un

=区 -Hnい）H~（叫
n! 

n=O 

] 

｝ (4.72) 

(4.73) 

(4.74) 

where凡 (x)is the Hermite polynomials oil order n, and inserting Eq.(4.74) into 
(4.72),we get 

1 xf+x3 
00 

” x1 吟

.P（吐砂）＝戸exp{―⇒炉曰〉合凡(-;;）凡（ブ
n=O 

(4.75) 

Since the matrix amn in Eq.(4. 70) is not :tlways diagonal in general cases, the 
joint p.d.f. Pxx, the:first approximation of which is the joint Gaussian p.d.f., 
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may be expressed as: 

Pxx(x，出）
1 _____ r (x-X)2 炉= ------------exp{----

釦 x9x ｝ 2(J't 2(J'; 
x-X, __, x 

x区bmn.J比(---）H”(-）
m,” ox.  9x 

(4.76) 

ー・where X is the mean of X and bm露 is:a function of the higher moments of X 
and X. 

Vinje17) h四 foundthe. sa.:me equatfon四 (4.76)by using the Taylor expan-
sion of cumulants. Hineno18) and Dafaell19) extended the above method to the 
method obtaining three dimensional joint p.d.f.'s, i.e. p xxえ・

ii) Independence approximation （） 

Although X and X are not generally 1:nutually independent, let their indepen-
一・dence be邸 sumed.Then a p.d.f. of ma：出mathat are greater than y+X is given 

by: 

Pp(Y) = d r'x(Y十X)
--｛一— },y 2:: 0 
dy px(X) 

(4.77) 

This means that the maxima p.d.f. earn be represented in terms of the derivative 
of the p.d.f. of the instantaneous response. 

4.1.3 1/n th highest mean amplitude and extreme value 

From the maxima p.d.f., 1/n th highest mean value can be represented as: 
00 

応＝／ア、1.zpp(x)dz

” 

1/n = l ・-Pp(Xi。)
where Pp is the peak probability distribution function. 

(4. 78) 

(4.79) 

An extreme value will be derived by applying the order statistics. The 
extreme value is defined here as the largest maxima that occur in N observations. 

Let ('T/1,'T/2，・・・渭N)be an ordered sample of size N, where'TJi have the same 
p.d.f. given by Eq.(4.66). If'TJi is recorded as rJi,叩，・・・，'TJN,'TJican be regarded 
as the output of an independent random variable Zi, Thus the random variable 
ZN, which is the largest'TJN in the ordered sample, has the following p.d.f.: 

f(zN; N) = Npp(ZN)[1 -Pp(ZN)]N-l 

Then the estimation of an extreme response is obtained as: 
00 

E［硲］＝jz.j(Z;N)dZ 

゜

(4.80) 

(4.81) 



Approximation based on Poissoltl distribution law 

Naess5> has introduced an alternative approximation based on Poisson distribu-
tion law to obtain the extreme statistics. His approximation is as follows: 

The statistics of high level excursions :a.nd extreme values of the total second 
order response are largely determined by the mean upcrossing frequency 11 i = 
E[N+(z)] for large z. If extreme values are associated with very high levels and 
upcrossings of such levels are rare eve](lts, then the probability such that the 
extreme values, i.e. Z(T) = max{X(t) : :T ~ t ~ O}, is less than any level z is 
given by: 

Pro心(T)~ z} = exp(-v!T) as z→ oo(4.82) 

where Tis an observation time. This leaids to the assumption that these upcross-
ings are statistically independent, which, in term implies the Poisson probability 
law. Except in the case of narrow banded process, this would be a reasonable 
approximation. Now considering the ex;pected value as a statistical measure of 
the extreme value, its expectation is giveirt as: 

oo 

瞑 (T)]= 100 zdPz(z) 

゜
(4.83) 

where Pz(z) = Prob位(T)::; z }. 
Since the number of observations N c:a.n be replaced by N = 11訂T,we get: 

log[(l -Pp(z))N] = Nlog(l 呟T
N ） 

＝ー呟T+O(
呟T
N 

） (4.84) 

This implies that (1 -Pp)N approacheSi exp（ー呟T)邸 N → oo. That is, 
Eq.(4.81) tends to Eq.(4.83) when N → oo. Thus it is expected that both 
Eq.(4.81) and Eq.(4.83) lead to a same extreme value estimate for a large N. 

4.2 N umerical Examples 

From this point forward it will be assun1.ed that the rapidly varying part of the 
pure second order response is negligible. In this case, the Naess'method does 
then yield a complete analytical solution for the pure second order response, 
but it can not be applied to the problerr1. of obtaining the total second order 
response p.d.f. unless the linear respona;e is negligibly small. Unfortunately an 
exact closed forni or numerical solution for this case has not yet been found. 
The direct approach to the problem by approximating the p.d.f. using a power 
series would. probably theoretically worlk, but the effort involved is considered 
too great. The logical and most conservative approach is to attempt to utilize 
only a few terms of series expansion. l~xperience dictates that an important 
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step in series solution techniques lies fa the choice of an expansion function 
which closely represents the desired nonUnearity characteristics with a minimum 
number of terms. The present method,, "new approximate theory " is a series 
expansion approach that approximates the'total second order response p.d.f. by 
three terms of the generalized Laguerreexpansion. This method also gives an 
approximate solution for the pure second order response. So exactly speaking, 
the method is a third order approxima~lion because the first, second, and third 
order statistical. moments completely :agree with the exact ones. Additionally a 
convolution integral has to be conducted in the present method which is not the 
case for the exact Naess'solution. Thus ilt should not be inferred that the present 
method is more efficient tli.an the exact Naess'solution. The present method 
will however be effective in evaluating the _effect of the statistical interference 
between first and second order responses for the extreme response. 

(1) Investigation to the pure seco11Ld order forces and responses 

In this section, the present method wiU be compared to the exact Naess'solution 
for pure second order forces and sway 1motion responses in order to show that 
the present method is an accurate enough approximation. The moored :floating 
structures that will be used for compa.risons are two dimensional, lie in the 
horizontal plane, and have linear restoring forces. The half submerged circular 
structure has a diameter of 20m, and tbe half submerged rectangular structure 
h邸 beamto draft ratio of 2. The prindpal dimensions are given in Table 4.1. 
In order to compare the present method for pure. second order forces with the 

f Naess'method, the quadratic transfer fonction G~(w1, -w2) of slow drift forces 
is required. Thus the same numericall estimates used by Naess were utilized ( 
Faltinsen and L¢ken20)). 

Tables 4.2 and 4.3 indicate the numerical estimates of the quadratic transfer 
functions that were obtained by Faltinsen and L¢ken. To specify the sea state 
an International Ship Structure Congr1ess (ISSC) spectrum with a significant 
wave height H, = 2m and an average period T1 = 5.5sec is used and is given 
by: 

173H•,2 
i, 691 

災(w) ＝布戸•exp(―志4) (4.85) 

Using this data as a basis, the eigenvalue problem was numerically solved by 
Naess5>. 

Figure 4.2 (a) compares the p.d.f. iDbtained from the present method and 
the exact one for the half circular strllldure, and Fig.4.2 (b) indicates the same 
comparison for the rectangular cylinder. The results of the present method 
closely agree with the exact ones except in the peaked area. The difference in 
the vicinity of the peak may be attributed to the difference between the exact 
higher order moments greater than the third order, and the ones obtained from 
the present method. 



A comparison of both methods for the pure second order motions will be 
presented next. ・ 

First consider the linear dynamic system邸

．． 
ふ＋ 2K-w0ふ＋ 1碕X2=

匹 (t)

M 
(4.86) 

where F<2>(t) is the slowly varying drifting force,ふ（t)the corresponding slow 
drift sway response, K. a relative damping coefficient, w0 the undamped natural 
frequency, and M the total m邸 sincludii[lg an added mass per unit length of the 

cylinders. Parameter values for K-, w0, and M are given in Table 4.1. The linear 
transfer function HL(w), which corresponds to equation (4.68), is given by: 

1 
HL(w) = ~ 

(w5 -,研)+2ifi,WoW 
(4.87) 

Thus, the quadratic transfer function of the slow drift sway response can be 
represented by: 

G2(w1, -w2) = ~: 
H恥玉）外(w1,-w2) 

M 
(4.88) 

The same input wave spectrum given iIIL Eq.(4.85) was used for calculating the 
eigenvalues for the sway response. Naess calculated only eight eigenvalues. This 
is equivalent to assuming that a randomt seastate has only eight frequency com-
ponents. This number is insufficient if a practical seastate situation is con-
sidered. Furthermore Naess'results appear to be too inaccurate to estimate 
eigenvalues for a lightly dan1ped oscilla.tor since the amplitude of HL changes 
suddenly at lw1 -w2I ~ wo, As a result11 the authors21) extended the quadratic 
transfer functions given in Tables 4.2 and 4.3 to higher dimensional matrices by 
interpolation, then solved the eigenvalllte problems, and investigated the rela-
tionship between the variances between the pure second order responses and the 
dimension of the quadratic transfer matrices. From this it was determined・ that 
the variances of pure second order respo1:1.se change largely with a decrease of the 

dimension, and that at least a dimension gTeater than 200 is required for getting 
stable variances. Thus based on the above determination 200 dimensions of the 
quadratic transfer matrices were used. 

Figures 4.3 (a), (b), (c) show respec;tively the p.d.f.'s of pure second order 
sway motion responses, their tail behavior, and their 1/n th highest mean val"Q.es 
for case 1 of Table 4.1. Figures 4.4 (a), (b), (c) show the same parameters for 

case 2, and Figs. 4.5 (a), (b), (c) case 3. These figures indicate that the p~d.f. 
叫 culatedby the present method is in good agreement with Naess'exact p.d.f. 

in contrast to the differences in the pure second order force responses of Fig.4.2 
which were discussed previously. There is however a noticeable difference in 
the tail 6f the p.d.f. shown in Figs. 4.3 (b), 4.4 (b), and 4.5 (b). The effect 
of this difference is small because the difference in the 1/n th highest mean 
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amplitude by the present method shown in Figs. 4.3 (c), 4.4 (c), and 4.5 (c) is 
only slightly lower than the exact one, i.e. a difference of less than 3%. This 
difference becomes small as the damping coefficient decreases, i.e. the difference 
between the Na.ess'and the present methods in Fig.4.3 (c) is smaller than 1%. 
Therefore it is considered from practical point of view that the present method 
is a good approximation with a high degree of accuracy. 

The difference between the p.d.f. of pure second order responses and the 
Gaussian p.d.f. with equal mean and variance will briefly be. discussed next. 
Before doing this it should be noted tha'tthe Rayleigh method in figures 4.3 (c), 
4.4 (c), and 4.5 (c) is an ~pproximation to predict the 1/n th highest mean am-
plitude under the邸 sumptionsthat responses are Gaussian and narrow banded, 
i.e. the maxima p.d.f. is a Rayleigh p.. d.f. When the damping coefficient K is 
significantly reduced to a value of 3 x 10-5, it can be seen by comparing Fig.4.3 
(a) to Figs.4.4 (a) and 4.5 (a) that the mean value, which is the mean drift 
displacement, is small. _Similarly the邸 ymmetryof the p.d.f. about the mean 
value is small, indicating that the pure second order response p.d.f. approaches 
the Gaussian p.d.f. However the di:fference becomes much more signific皿 tin 
the tail response as well as the 1/n th highest mean amplitude. This is邸

expected because the tail of the pure second order response p.d.f. behaves 
like O{exp(-x))(e.g. Eq.(4.14)), while that of a. Gaussian p.d.f. behaves like 
O(exp（一丑））． WhenK is increased there is an incre邸 ein the mean value and 
the邸 ymmetryof the p.d.f. around 1ihe mean value. Thus as the damping 
coefficient is increased there is a greater deviation between the p.d.f. of the 
pure second order response and the Gaussian p.d.f. This results in Gaussian 
approximation that will significantly underestimate high level excursions and 
ext:reme responses. The use 01 moored circular or rectangular structures shows 
no differences and thus do not influence this conclusion. 

(2) Statistical interference between first and second order responses 

In general the釦stand second order responses are not mutually independent so 
it is important to study the statistical :interference of both responses. Thus we 
shall consider the following system: 

. .  
X+2バWoX+wiX=

(F(1)(t)＋F(2)（t)） 

M 
(4.89) 

where p(l) is a linear wave exciting ilorce, M = 3.21 x 105 kg/m, w0 =0~1 
rad/sec, and the damping coefficient "'being equal to 0.1,0.006, a.nd 0.0001. 

Calculations were conducted only for the half circular cylinder. The wave 
exciting forces were calculated b邸 edon two dimensional potential theory(see 
Table 4.4). The ratio of the standard deviation of the second order exciting 
force response to the:fi.rst order response ((12/ui) is 3.31 x 10-4, and the ratios 
for the sway motion response are 1.36,, 2.9, and 4.96 for "'=0.1, "1=0.006 and 
"1=0.0001, respectively. The numerical results are shown in Figs.4.6 through 



4.8, and are compared to the Gaussian p.d.f. and the p.d.f. for pure second 
order responses. B邸 edon these figures, it was determined that the p.d.f. of 
the total second order response was widely distributed, while that of the pure 
second ord_er response was narrowly distributed, with the Gaus~ian p.d.f. being 
located between these two distributions. The width of the p.d.f. of the total 
second order response is strongly dependent on the damping coefficient. When 
the damping coefficient is decre邸 ed,the width of the p.d.f. of the total second 
order response becomes narrow and approaches that of the pure second order 
response. The difference between the p.d.f.'s. of the pure and total second order 
responses in the tail region may be caused by the following re邸 ons:

Since maximum double amplitudes of a pure first order response 
can possibly occur at the pure s.econd order response peaks, the 
probability density of the total second.order response incre邸 esas 
compared to the pure second order tail response. 

Furthermore it should be noted that the p.d.f. of total second order re-
sponse differs from the Gaussian p.d.f.. in the tail region even though both 
p.d.f.'s are, on the whole, in good agree:ment as the damping force decreases to 
zero. With respect to the 1/n th highest mean amplitude, the results shown 
in the total second order response are the largest of the three responses and 
significantly deviate from the well-known expected value that is estimated us-
ing the assumption that the peak p.d.f. is a Rayleigh p.d.f. when the damping 
coefficient is increased. Thus, if the p11rie second order approximation is used 
to predict the highest mean values of the total second order :responses or if the 
assumption that the peak p.d.f. is a Raiyleigh p.d.f. are applied, this will cause 
a large underestimation of high level excursions and extreme values. This fact 
was experimentally confirmed by the au.thors9>. 

The statistical interference between the first and second order responses can 
be significantly large邸 shownby the use of these examples, and so it must be 
taken into account for the motion prediction of moored vessels in random seas. 

(3) Relationship between the damping and restoring force coefficients 
and 1/10 th highest mean amplitude 

In this section the variation of the 1/101 th highest mea.1.1 amplitudes is investi-
gated following changes in damping andl restoring force coefficients. Fig.4.9 (a) 
shows the relationship between the dam,ping coefficient and the 1/10 th highest 
mean amplitude. In this figure all the li:nes approach the well -known expected 
value for the Rayleigh p.d.f. as the damping coefficient is decreased, but the re-
sults of the total second order response deviate considerably from the estimated 
one with an increase in the damping coefficient. 

The relation between the restoring force coefficient and the 1/10 th highest 
mean amplitude is shown in Fig.4.9 (b). In this figure the X axis indicates the 
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undam.ped natural frequency because the restoring force coefficient is propor-
tional to the square of the natural freqia.ency if the total mass is held constant. 
When the restoring force is increased the 1/10 th highest mean amplitude of the 
pure second order response・ approaches: the well-known expected value for the 
Rayleigh p.d.f., while the 1/10 th highest mean amplitude of the total second 
order response deviates from its expected value for Rayleigh p.d.f. by becoming 
larger. 

4.3 Comparisons between estimates and ex-
perimentai results 

In order to investigate the applicability of the present method・ to the me邸 ured
slow drift motion1 we shall compare the results estimated by the present method 
with the statistics obtained from the model test(see 3.4.1). 

(1) Instantaneous p.d.f. ・ 

First of all, we must solve the eigenvalue problem (4.5) for obtaining the in-
sta.nta.neous p.d.f. Utilizing the quadratic transf~r function with viscous effect 
shown in 3.4.5, the integral equation leads to the linear algebraic equations with 
512 dimensions since the lag number of the wave spectrum was 256. However 
if we adopt the slow drift approximation indicated by Naess, the integral equa-
tion generates a set of double eigenv叫ues. Thus the algebraic equations can 
be reduced to a set of 256 frequencies in the positive frequency range. In the 
256 frequencies we use only the 32 frequency components which are within a 
frequency range where the wave spectral densities are more than 10 % to the 
peak. 

Table 4.5 shows the examples of eigenvalues obtained by solving the 32 
dimensional algebraic equations. 

Comparisons between the statistical values estimated from the relation ( 
4.11) and the sample ones obtai~ed from the time average of the measured data 
are shown in Table 4.6, where 0i and. iii are para.meters of Gamma p.d.f. and 
"wave condition No." indicated in the 1:a.bles corresponds to the number shown 
in Table 3.3. From both tables it is seen that the estimated statistical values 
agree with the sample ones even though the number of eigenvalues used for 
calculation is a few. 

The instantaneous p.d.f.'s of slowly varying second order surge response are 
indicated in Figs.4.10 and 4.11. In th邸 e:figures the solid line shows the line 
due to the present method, the d邸 h-dottedline expresses the Gaussian distri-
bution function and the broken line the result of the third order Gram-Charlier 
expansion. The probability distribution is asymmetry with respect to the mean 
value even if the restoring force is linear, and it has the tendency that the tail 
spreads towards the direction drifted by waves. And the difference between the 



probability distribution due to the present method and th'e Gaussian distribu-
tion is certainly significant at the tail and the agreement of the present method 
and the third order Gram-Charlier seri邸 methodwith the observed histogram.s 
is still good. 

(2) Maxima p.d.f. 

For moorinQ'd ・br mooring design purpose, positive ma~xiima is the most important of all max-
ima. Figure 4.12 compares the observed positive maxima and the estimated 
maxima p.d.f.'s. The dash-dotted line is tJrn Rayleigh p.d.f., the solid line is the 
curve due to the present method, and t:he broken line is the result due to the 
third order Gram-Charlier series method, where an assumption of the indepen-
dence between the response process and its time derivative process was used for 
comparison. From this figure, it is found that the observed positive maxima 
histograms exponentially spread towards the tail and that the estimated p.dふ’s
due to the present method are in rough agreement with the observed ones. 

(3) Extreme response 

Comparisons between the extreme responses due to the present method and the 
maximum excursions in Np observations in the total measured data are shown 
in Figs.4.13 and 4.14. In these figures the dash-dotted line indicates the esti-
mation results by Longuet-Higgins'met]¥tod14), which uses the assumption that 
the maxima p.d.f. yields the Rayleigh・ p.dふ， andthe black circles represent the 
largest values in each observations of mtaxima in the long me邸 ureddata, the 
broken line is the result due to the thhd order Gram-Charlier series method, 
and the solid line is the estimate due totib.e present method. The extreme values 
are normalized by the standard deviation of the response. From these figures 
it is found that the results from the LoI1Lguet-Higgins'method significantly un-
derestimate the extreme values where邸 thosefrom the present method show 
fairly good agreement with the largest excursions in the me邸 ureddata, which 
are samples of the extreme values. 
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Chapter・ 5 

Conclusions 

This paper describes the researches about the slowly ・varying second order re-
sponse simulations of moored fl.oating s1;ructures in random seas and its stochas-
tic analysis. 

First, we reviewed the study on the slowly varying drift forces causing the 
slo?ly varyingresponse and discussed four problems excluded in the investi-
gations obtained up to now. As the ;most important problems in them, the 
following problems are treated in this, paper. 

a) Hydrodynamic forces of slow drift motion in still water are modified in waves. 

b) The Newman-Pinkster's approxim,at:ion for the slowly varying drift force does 
not satisfy the condition of physical causality. 

Second, it is shown that the total secoI1Ld order force including slow drift forces 
can be represented by a two term Volterra functional series. Physical meanings 
of the kernel functions in the functional series are investigated from a viewpoint 
of frequency response functions (or transfer functions) and a method estimating 
the kernel ones from experimental data is also studied, which is the method 
using the bispectrum (a kind of higher order spectra). Furthermore a new 
functional model such that the second term of the Volterra functional series can 
be represented by the equivalent linear process of instantaneous wave power is 
developed. The new function model i:s based。nthe Wiener filter theory. 

Several kinds of experiments have been carried out. Relation between the 
kernel function and the frequency response function of the slow drift force is 
investigated through comparisons between the experimetal results and numeri-
cal calculations. And the applicability of the newly developed functional model 
is studied by comparing between the experimental data and numerical simula-
tions. And the unsolved problems a)(i.e. how much the hydrodynamic forces 
in still water are modified in waves) and b) are investigated by using the new 
functional model. 



Finally, on the basis of the obtained results a theory of probability density 
functions(p.d.f.'s) is developed for an instantaneous total second order response 
and its maxima, in order to predict 1/n th highest mean amplitudes and ex-
treme responses. New formulas for the total second order p.d.f.'s which include 
not only quadratic but also linear responses are derived. These new p.dふ’s
can be represented by the generalized Laguerre polynomials of which the first 
term is a Gamma p.d.f. consisting of three parameters. Assuming that the 
response and its time derivative processes are mutually independent, the 1/n th 
highest mean amplitude can be evaluated numerically from the derivative of the 
instantaneous response p.d.f.. This method is first applied to the sway motion 
of moored:floating semi-circular and rectangular two dimensional cylinders, and 
the applicability of the method is studied by comparisons with Naess'exact so-
lu tion. The variation of the 1 /n th higlltest mean amplitude of the total second 
order response is then investigated follO!wing incre邸 esin damping and restoring 
forces. And comparisons between the experimental results and the calculated 
ones obtained from the present theory are carried out. The applicability of the 
present theory is confirmed. 

The summary of the results obtained in this paper are邸 follows:

(1) The total second order responses(forces and motions) can be represented by 

a two term Volterra functional series and the quadratic transfer function 
in the second term of the functional series physically. correspond to a 
frequency characteristic of the rnean and slowly varying drift responses. 
On the basis of the mathematical fact that by using the Wiener filter ・ 
theory, the second term of the Volterra functional series can be expressed 
by an equivalent linear process of instantaneous _wave power in stochastic 
sense, a new functional model is developed. This model can be used 
not only to simulate mean and slowly varying drift responses of moored 
:floating structures but also to solve the problems a) and b) mentioned 
previously. 

(2) The quadratic transfer function in'the Volterra functional series (or present 

functional model) can not only be estimated from the bispectral analysis• 
of experimental data, but also be calculated from pressure integrals over 
the instantaneous wetted surface of a:floating body within the potential 
theory. As to the quadratic transfer function, comparison between the 
result obtained through the cross bispectral analysis of experimental data 
and the numerical ones is conducted. As the result, it is• found that the 
num虹icalresult based on the potential theory is remarkably lower than 
the experimental ones and the dHrference of both results can be accounted 
for by viscous drift force, which occurs by the finiteness of incident wave 
amplitude and is proportional to the third power of wave amplitude. If 

the viscous drift force is taken into account to the quadratic transfer func-
tion obtained from numerical calc;ulations even though it is approximately 
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evaluated, the corrected numericil result is in good agreement with the 
experimental one. And the linear frequency response function can roughly 
be estimated from the ususal linea1: motion prediction method considering 
, the viscous damping force. But when the slow drift motion response is 
dominant compared with the line紅 motionresponse, the damping force 
at the slow drift motion increases by 1.6 times as large as one in'still water 
whereas the叫dedmass force at the slow drift motion becomes・ smaller 
than that in still water. It may lbe considered that for semi-submersibles 
this phenomenon is attributed to J(lot only the nonlinear coupled viscous 
dam.ping but also the wave drift d紅 npingand others. 

(3) Comparisons between. the simulatedi results due to the present functional 
model and the experimental ones have been conducted in time domain, 
and it has confirmed that both results are in good agreement, however it 
remains unsolved how much and.,.,,hy the added mass and the damping 
forces in still water are modified in waves. 

(4) An approximate solution is presented for calculating the p.dふ's(instanta— 
neous p.d.f.皿 dmaxima p.d.f.) of total second order responses including 
:6.rst order as well as second order :motions. It is con:6.rmed through com-
pa.risons with Na.ess'exact,solution that the present method is an accurate 
approximation for pure second order forces and responses. 

(5) Using the present method, an investigation to determine the statistical in-
terference between the:first and second order responses was conducted for 
a system with a linear damping and a linear restoring forces. The p.d.f. 
of the total second order response differs from that of the pure second 
order response. In fact it becomes a widely-banded distribution with an 
increase in the damping coefficient. Additionally it signi:6.can tly deviates 
from the Gaussian p.d.f.. 

(6) The 1/10 th highest mean amplitude of the total second order response is 
greater than that obtained using the pure second order approximation or 
by using the conventional method which is estimated under the assumption 
that the peak p.d.f. is a Rayleigh p.d.f.. Thus the statistical interference 
between the:first order and second order responses must be taken into 
account for prediction of extreme responses and high level excursions. 
The statistical interference changes with variations in the damping and 
restoring forces. 

(7) As to the extreme response, comp紅 isonbetween the result obtained from 
the present method and one from the model test during long duration 
h邸 beencarried out. It is confirmed that the usual prediction method 
b邸 edon the Longuet-Higgins'method signi:6.cantly underestimates the 
me邸 uredresults while the present :method estimates them very well. And 



it is shown that the extreme respoirtse of the total second order response 
is greater than that based on the assumption of the pure second order 
response. 

Moreover, some subjects excluded in this paper, for example, mooring forces, 
comparisons between estimated results a11d at-sea experimental results etc., are 
going to be completed in future. 
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Appendix A 

Theory of wave drift fore es 
based on the potential 
theory 

The wave drift force based on the potential theory is the low frequency com-
ponent of the second order force caused by nonlinear interaction between first 
order phenomena at multiple frequency. In order to exactly evaluate the force 
it is necessary to formulae the second order problem in a sophisticated manner. 

In this section we introduce the regular perturbation technique formulated 
by Ogilvie1>. 

A.1 Coordinate system 

we define two sets of axes: 

Oxyz = Ox1x匹 3: inertial(space fixed) axes; 
O'x'y'z'= O'x~叫叫： body fixed axes. 

The Oxyz axes have their origin in the plane of the undisturbed free surface 
with z axis pointing upwards. The two sets of axes coincide when the body is 
at rest.(see Fig.A.1) 

A.2 Boundary value problem 

We consider hydrodynamic forces acting on the:floating body oscillating in waves 
under the coordinate system shown in Fig.A.I. The theory is based on the 
assumption that the:fluid surrounding the body is inviscid, irrotational, homo-
geneous, and incompressible. The:fluid motions may then be described by a 
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velocity potential from which the velocity field can be derived by taking the 
gradient: 

f＝▽〇 (A.1) 

where~（召， t) is a velocity potential and it satisfies the Laplace equation: 

[L]:• ~=O (A.2) 

If the potential ~ is known, the pressure in a point in the fiuid may be deter-
mined using the Bernoulli equation: 

p（お， y,z,t) （▽~)2
=-~t-~-gz 

p 2 
(A.3) 

where p is the fluid density, g is the gravitational acceleration. If the elevation 
of the free surface is given by ((x, y, t), the following two conditions must be 
satisfied: 

D(zぺ）
Dt 

= 0zー (t-0ふ— %(11 = 0 on z = ((A.4) 

Po 
ァ＝一気ー（匹）2- gz on z = ( (A.5) 

The first shows the kinematic condition of free surface and the second does that 
・the pressure is constant on the free surface. These free surface conditions are 
exact under the assumption that viscosity and surface tension are negligible. 

Eliminating (from the conditions, the free surface conditions can be rewrit-
ten a.s: 

[F): <l>tt + o4>z + 2(~ふt + 0,％＋0z知）＋叱0sェ＋吋％ ＋呼虹
+2(<I>ふ％ ＋ 0，02% ＋ 0池ふz)= 0 on z = ( (A.6) 

Let the body surface, S, be given by an equation of the form: 

S(x, y, z, t) = 0 

and let元bea unit vector normal to the body surface, pointing outward from 
the fluid, thus into the body. A body condition given by: 

[H]: 
80 
•一＝刃• ▽q> = V 
8n ” 

where Vn is the normal component of velocity of the body itself. 

(A.7) 

If a bottom surface is given by z = h(x, y), the bottom condition becomes: 

[B]: 
80 ． 
8n 
= 0 on z = h（エ，y) (A.8) 

In addition, an outgoing wave radiation condition must be satis:fied. 



In general, it is difficult to directly solve the above boundary value prob-
lem in time domain because the free and body surfaces moves with time, and 
the boundary value problem must have already been solved to determine the 
movements of free and body surfaces.・ These problems can usually be solved 
by making a linearization by means: of a perturbation technique, In order to 
carry out a perturbation analysis, we assume that there exists a small parame-
ter that provides a basis for ordering all quantities that arise. We can think of 
this parameter as the maximum wave slope, for example, although its precise 
de:finition does not really matter. We assume further that quantities such as 
and can be expressed as power series in: 

4>(x,y,z,t)～区凸(x,y, z, t) + 0(€N+l) 

く(x,y,t)～こ心(x,y, t) + 0(€N+l) 

(A.9) 

(A.10) 

Substituting these expansions into the free surface conditions, and assuming 
that all quantities that are supposed to be evaluated on z = (can be evaluated 
alternatively by expansions with respect to z = O, then we get the following pairs 
of free surface boundary conditions for the:first and second order problems: 

0(€) ： 

0（召） ： 

切．tt+ gcp1z = 0 on z = 0 

(1=-~,z=O 
g 

(A.11) 

(A.12) 

8 四 t8 
知＋g咋＝ー百⑯ ＋ふ ＋ cpt)＋ーー(mtt十g年）onz = 0 

g 釦

(A.13) 
1 

く2=［一立＿ 5g⑭＋心＋心＋崎1tz
g2 

] lz=O (A.14) 
g 

In addition, we need a bottom condition and a radiation condition for each 
problem. 

A.3 Body surface condition 

Before considering the body surface condition, we shall define the transformation 
of coordinates. 

Let the position of O'with respect to O be denoted by the vector e = 
(6, e2, 6) and let the position vector to a point in space be denoted by 

X=(x,y,z)=（吐X2心）

X'= (x', y1, z') = (xi，吟，叫）

(A.15) 

(A.16) 
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respectively, in the two coordinate systems. The position vectors are related by 
a linear transformation 

x1 = D(X-() 
f=D-1X’+e 

(A.17) 

(A.18) 

where D is a matrix presenting the rotation of body and n-1 is its transpose. 
For such matrices, we note that the product D • n-1 is the unit matrix. 

In order to consider the rotations, we may use the concept of Euler angles 
(or an equivalent) to specify th e instantaneous orientation of the body, and the 
resulting expression for D depends on the order in which the three rotations 
are taken. The order is, of course, arbitrary, since any displacement of a rigid 
body can be described as the sum of a translation and a _single rotation about 
some axis. But that axis constantly changing in time, and so we must use a 
systematic method of describing the kinematics of the body. Our choice is to 
take roll, pitch, and yaw, in that order. These are not the Euler angles described 
in a textbook, but they are more useful for our present problem. 

First, neglect the translations and consider only rotations (thus O and O' 
coincide). Define a new coordinate system 0るyzthat is identical to the Oxyz 
system except for a positive rotation e4 about the X axis. Thus X = x. The 

• -:t → 
transformation from X to X is simple: 
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X
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(A.19) 

Then we ma.ke a. second rotation, this time through a.n angle es a.bout the y 
a.xis. 1€t the new a.xes be denoted by 05:i泣

て

X =Bえ

= （co;&：-si;{5){ 

sin& Ocos& 

Finally, the third rotation, through the angle e6 about theゑaxis,brings the < 

axes into coincidence with the 0ェ’y'z'axes:

(A.20) 
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(A.21) 

The complete transformation is obtained by applying these in order, according 
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to the usual rules of matrix multiplication: 

D = (-c::; :：：： 1 :：：55:: 

S5 -S4C5 
、t,＇l
6

6

 

C

S

 

8
5
8
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S
S
C
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s
 

8
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4

4

 

s
s
 

(A.22) 

where Sn = sin en, Cn = cos e,.., n = 4, 5, 6 and n-1 is equal to the transpose 
matrix of D. 

If e = （もふふ） andi1 = (!4, !s, !6) can be expanded in the following form; 

(=忍1)+ f2尽2)+o（さ）
；； ＝e:f1(1) + e:211(2) + 0(e:3) 

(A.23) 

(A.24) 

then this becomes: 

D =D<0)い D(1)+&D(2) +0（内

= （i [ ［)+ (;[6 > ~5)
1 翡＋稔ー2⑱ -2砂-½ (。 a ＋稔ー2磁6) ＋ 0(€3)

0,  0 社＋eg 

Thus, from Eq.(A.18) X can be expressed as: 

X = X’+€［き1) + &(1) X X'] + €2 ［が：2) + c1(2) XX’]＋e2HX'+ 0(€3) (A.26) 

(A.25) 

where 
咽＝召[D(2)]ー1

If X'is a fixed point vector, the velocity is 

(A.27) 

....,如l).7(1)..,,-,.,,.,,,-f,2). 7(2) 
荘＝ X.= t[(-, + &¥J.) X X'] + e:2[{-, + &¥.-1) X X'] + t2HX'+ 0(e:3) (A.28) 

where the dot • denotes time derivative. 
Let ii be a unit vector normal to the body, directed into the body. In the 

O'x'y'z'axes, the same vector is denoted by ii'. Since元doesnot depend on 
the translation vector{, from (A.19) to (A.24) it is represented by 

月＝n1+ t[a(l) X刃']+€2[g(2) X ii'］ ＋ €2H刃'+0(e:3) (A.29) 

while a rotational normal vector i~ obtained from vector products of (A.26) and 
(A.29) as: 

X xii= X'xii'+{xii'+ax (X'xii')+{x (i1x ii')+e:2H(X'x刃‘)＋O(e:3)(A.30) 
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since the following vector relation holds: 

A X  (B X C) + B X (C X A)＋びx(Ax B) = o 

Next we shall consider a kinematic condition on the body itself. We邸

sume that the body surface can be described in O'x'y'z'axes (the body fixed 
coordinate system) by an equation of the form 

S'(x', y', z') = 0 

or in Oxyz axes (space fixed coordinate system) 

S(x,y,z,t)=O 

(A.31) 

(A.32) 

The hydrodynamic problem forces us to use the Oxyz coordinates, in which the 
unit normal on S = 0 is a function oftime. So we reinterpret (A.31): 

S'(x,y,z) = 0 specified the body surface in its equilibrium position, 
and we use the transformation of coordinates to express ii in terms of 
訊 theunit normal vector to the body surface in its mean position. 

As noted earlier,(A.29) provides this relationship. In order to avoid any possible 
ambiguity, we shall use the following notations: 

.S : exact wetted surface, described with respect to Oxyz axes (S（x, y, z, t) = O); 

S':,exact wetted surface, described with respect to 0'工’y1z・1axes (S'(x',y',z') = 
O); 

Sm : wetted surface of the body in its equilibrium condition (S'(x, y, z) = 0). 

The boundary condition is 

元▽(>=元•荘 onS (A・.33) 

where ii is the velocity of the surface S. Equation (A.28) givesむinterms of 

the vector炉 ofa body point in the. body fixed coordinate system, but we 
reinterpret炉 asthe position vector in the Oxyz axes of tha.t b~dy point.when 
the body is at rest. So, if we replace炉 by.Xin (A.28) and consider X as a 
point on the surface Sm, then (A.28) gives the actual velocity of that point on 
the body, but referred・ to the location of the point on Sm. Similarly, we use 
(A.29) to give the actual normal vector, but referred to the corresponding point 
on Sm. 

In (A.33)▽4> has to be evaluated. We assume that the velocity potential and 
its derivatives can be evaluated on the exact surface through Taylor expansions 
with respect to points on the mean surface: 

▽ib = €▽<{)1+ ＆▽四＋ O(t3) (A.34) 



and 

▽佑＝ ▽'Pi+ [(x -x’)▽］▽呼＋… onSm,  (A.35) 

where (X -炉)isgiven by (A.26). 

Substituting (A.35) into (A.34), and using Eqs.(A.23) and (A.24), Eq.(A.34) 

can be expanded by the quantities of the body surface Sm as: 

▽0 = €▽<pr ＋召｛▽<p『＋［（さl) + 11<1)・ XX’)▽］▽叫E}＋0(＆） （A.36) 

Now, when all of the terms are organized according to powers of e, we have the 
pairs of conditions: 

0(€) 

0(€2) 

fl) _ -..(1) 
: ii’▽年＝が[{-,+ JI..J.J X炉］ onSm (A.37) 

-t(2) 7(2) 
濯’▽心＝刃’[＜ +axX’l+HX’-［（さ1)+ [1(1) XX’)▽］▽呼

+（g(1) X元')[（t1)+5(1)x X’)―▽呼］ （A.38) 

where all quantities on the right hand sides are to be evaluated on Sm. 

Condition (A.37) is familiar from ship motion theory. In (A.38), the left hand 

side and the first term on the right. hand side are identical to (A.37) except that 
the index 1 is replaced by 2. With respect to the. other terms on the right hand 

side, it is observed that the second term accounts for nonlinear effects included 

in the velocity荘， thethird.term corrects for the fact that n'Vcpf in (A.37) is 
figured on the mean position ofthe body instead of on.its instantaneous position, 

and that the last term accounts for the difference in direction between刃and訊

A.4 Force and moment 

The three components of force and three components of moment on the body 

can also be expressed initially as follows: 

凡(t)= f L nipdS (i = 1,..,6) (A.39) 

where S is the exact wetted surface of the body, and ・ p = p（ェ，y,z, t) is the 

fluid pressure on the body surface. The six quantities n;, defined in (A.29) and 

(A.30), must be evaluated instantaneously as functions of time.. 

In order to proceed further analytically, we transform the integral over S into 

an integral over Sm, the wetted surface of the body in its equilibrium position 

in calm water. This requires two kinds of adjustments. 
The first is that since S is displaced and ・rotated with respect to Sm, we 

must express p and n; in terms of their values on Sm. For the latter, we use 

(A.29) and (A.30), the primes now denoting quantities evaluated on.Sm. For 
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p, we邸 sumethat values on S can be obtained in terms of a Taylor expansion 
with respect to Sm, 

P Is= P Is... +(x -x’)▽P) Ism+… (A.40) 

Since p contains a hydrostatic pressure term, -pgz, the first term on the right 
hand side is 0(1) and the second term is 0(€). But the hydrostatic pressure 
h邸 noe:ffect after the second term of the expansion, and so the first unwritten 
term is actually 0(f3). 

The other is that the integration over S is to be c旺riedright up to the 
water surface, z = C, but.the integration over Sm goes up only to z = 0 which 
is equivalent to z = 6 + Yi4 -xis on S (as shown in Fig.A-2). Let△S be the 
part of S between z = 6 + Yi4 -xis and z = (. Then, to second order, 

/jASnipdS = -p/Cm dl [k-（31ー蜘＋戎n]+・・・ dz 

x(n~ ＋・• •){gz + f['Pit + g(e31 + ye41 -xe51)］＋・・・｝

(A.41) 

where Gm is the intersection of Sm and the plane z = O, and in the double 
indices, i.e. ii;, the first, i, denotes the orientation of the axis, and the second, 
j, shows the term in the perturbation expansions. On the right hand side, we 
can now drop the prime on叫， sincethe indicated domain of integration makes 
it clear that ni is being evaluated on the mean position of the body. Two further 
simplifications can be made consistently: 

叫x,y,z)= nヽ (x,y,0)+0(€)

名 (x,y,z,t)＝咋(x,_y,0, t) + 0(€) = -g(1(x, y, t) 

So Eq.(A.41) can be evaluated邸

j LsnipdS=―弓C2f 如［＜1-e31-痴＋x!s1]2 (A.42) 
△S cm 

Now let us consider the force. We have divided S into two parts, i.e. the main 
integral over Sm and the integral given by (A.41). Organizing the results by 
order of magnitude, we obtain 

F = -pgVk 

叫 j 和itdS+oAwp（知＋砂1 —吠51)[｝
Sm 

—み／j ｛疇＋巴予主＋（即＋砂 xX)疇］＋［約 xit]名｝dS
Sm 
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ーが2f dl元［＜f-如（知＋蜘—玉）］
Cm 

→ 
+g€2 Awp{(62 + YJe42 -Xje51) + e61(x1e41 + YJe51)}k + 0(€り（A.43)

where 

k = uni = unit vector in z direction 

刃，X= normal and point vectors in the body-fixed coordinate system 
V = volume of displaced water at equilibrium 

V = f L zdxdy = f Lぉdydz= /fSmydxdz 

Aw p = area of water plane at equilibrium 
町 ＝ positionof longitudinal centre of:flotation 

町 ＝ positionof transverse centre of flotation 

町Awp=Jiむ xdェdy=ii企dy

砂 VP=/jSmydxdy=ii炉dェ

Next we divide the:first and second order potentials into three parts in the 
following forms: 

ァ

1
9
2

s
,
c
p
 

＋
＋
 

d
l
d
2
 

S
・
S
.
 

＋
＋
 

1
1
1
2
 

s.s. 

＝＝ 
m
1
m
2
 

s.s・ 
(A.44) 

where the indices I, d, and r denotes the incident wave potential, diffraction 
potential, and radiation potential respectively. Furthermore, we decompose 
Eq.(A.43)邸

F=-~腐ー c（月炉＋ f〗ぶ＋ f対i) 一 €2(J悶P+f§}+ 『gi) ＋ 0(€り（A.45)

where the indices, W, HD, and HS denote the wave force, the hydrostatic force, 
and the hydrodynamic force respectively. Then, organizing the results by order 
of magnitude, we get: 

0(1): 
→(0) 
FHs = pgV；； 

0(,): 埒＝ p／jSm鴫＋rpf,)dS

(A.46) 

(A.47) 
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靡 ＝ p／j叩 S
Sm 

粉1= pgAwp（知＋YJe41→必1)k

0ば）：埒＝一勺嶼1- （知＋釦— X知）］2
2 Cm 

+pff ｛髯＋り:t+ I▽吋il2一 ＋ （ 別 ＋ ;;_(1)

Sm 2 

+g(1) x F(1) ＋pgAwp知（町釦＋訳51)[

瑞＝P／j琴 dS
Sm 

f認 ＝pgAwp（知＋YJe42一町如）[

where in order to lead (A.50) the following relation is used. 

(A.48) 

(A.49) 

→ 
XX)▽名］｝dS

(A.50) 

(A.51) 

(A.52) 

I Lm (a'(l) X月）叫S-giCmdl元[(f-％（知＋釦— X知）］

= <J(l) X p(l) -i fc_ dl郡—（知＋痴— X知）］2 (A.53) 
Cm 

where 
p(l) = F閑）＋fSL+iSi (A.54) 

From (A.50) it is found that the second order force, i.e. Fi炉， consistsof the 
following:five terms: 

(1) The:first term is the component caused by fluid pressure between mean and 
instantaneous wave surfaces 

→(2) - pg 
凡＝ーサ雌[(1-（知＋蜘— x知）］2 (A.55) 

Cm 
(2) The second term comes from the quadratic pressure term in the Bernoulli 

equation. 

が＝§／j年引▽年12dS (A.56) 

(3) The third arises from the variation of the acting point of fluid pressure. 



野＝pff刃｛砂＋g（1)x X)疇｝dS (A.57) 
Sm 

(4) The fourth comes from the variation of direction of:first order wave force 
with respect to rotation of a body. 

ff!2) = {1(1) X p(l) (A.58) 

(5) The last term is the co1:1ponent due to second order potentials 

野＝ pfl 疇＋ cp~t)dS
S.,. 

(A.59) 
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Appendix B 

Estimation of Cross 
Bispectrum 

FFT, BT and MEM method have been used邸 theestimation of auto and cross 
spectra. But the general estimation of bispectra h邸 notbeen developed so far. 
In this section, we shall introduce the Dalzell's method2) as one example of the 
estimations of cross bispectrum. 

Since the sample(one record obtained by experiments) is necessarily finite, it 
is possible only to estimate cross bispectral averages rather than actual densities: 

知心）＝ff H(n叫）C⑬＋低釦＋出）d叫出 (B.1) 

where the average H(f23，出） isweighted by the kernel function, which is called 
"cross. bispectral window". The window by analogy with scalar spectrum analysis 
must t吐ea peak at a bi-frequency (0.0, 0.0), fall o:ffrapidly elsewhere, and 
remain near zero away from the・ peak. As for a usual scalar spectrum analysis, 
a too-broad window makes the estimates bad and a too-narrow window with 
respect to sample length increases the variance of the estimate. It is clear that 
since the window is for averaging over frequency, its integral should be・ unity; 

JJH（い）血叫＝1 (B.2) 

Because the data is sequentially sampled at time interval△t, bi-frequencies 
outside the principal range: 

＿六く fl1く六
ー缶＜ fl2<缶

are aliased with. those inside. It is assumed that the data is sampled at a 
sufficiently short time interval so that the cross bispectrum is negligible outside 



the principal range. According to Dalzell's work2), the time interval should 

be about half the interval for a scalar spectrum analysis. Because the data is 
sampled sequentially, a lag window of the form: 

h（口）＝平苓心(r1-j△t)6(T2 -k△t) (B.3) 

is chosen, where the a; and b1c. are real, and 6(t) is the Dirac's delta function. 
Then the cross bispectrum estimate is given by: 

”t” 
¢⑬,02)＝ここ心x(-j△t,-k△t)a;bkexp{i△t（郎＋k印｝（B.4)

i=-mk=―” 

This estimator involves the third order correlation function. Setting time, that 
is, t = n△t, the correlation function can be expressed by the form readily 
available with the sequentially sarn.pled data as: 

h””x(-j△t,-K△t) = E[ij(n△t+j△t)ij(n△t-j△t){X(n△t+k△t)-X}] (B.5) 

The expected value is conventionally estimated by a summation over the avail-
able sample divided by the sample length and this interpretation is followed so 
that 

恥 k) ＝声戸（n+ i)'Tl'(n -j)X'(n + k) 

”~ 
三 il,.,,.,x(-j△t,-k△t) 

where: 

N'= number of products summed 

'(n) 'f/1 (n) = wave elevation time series corrected to zero sample mean 

n) = nonlinear response time series corrected to zero sample mean X'(n) = nonli 

(B.6) 

Next, the main problem is to construct the cross bispectral window H（馬出）．
Considering m and n as maximum lags, Eq.(B.4) becomes: 

”し”
畑 1心）＝ここ v

. 11.. l 
R(j, k)a;bk exp{i?t"(j—+ K与 (B.7)

m n 
j=-mk=―” 

where9l=．丑迂02＝品・
In choosing the cross bispectral window, it w邸 assumedthat the natural 

choice would be a two-dimensional analogy with the spectral windows to be 
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used in the estimation of the wave spectrum. The continuous lag window cor-
responding to the scalar spectrum window is of the form: 

9T  
A(r) = q[e1 + e2 cos(~ 

m△t 

where e1皿 de2紅 ecoefficients of window function. 

）］ (B.8) 

Since optimum window function for cross bispectrum estimate has not been 
known・ yet, we determined the coefficients邸釘＝ 0.54皿 de2 = 0.46. These 
coefficients are equal to ones of the Hamming type window function. In Eq.(B.3) 
the lag window is a product, one f邸 torfore邸 hlag v紅 iable.The factors may 
be different. This would ・result in spectral windows differently shaped in the 
sum and difference frequencies, a.s well邸 havingdifferent b皿 dwidths. There 
appeared no justification for a difference in normalized shape of the window. It 
w四邸sumedthat a discrete version of the scalar spectrum lag window would 
be appropriate for each of the factors, so that in Eq.(B.3) let: 

叫r)= q;[e1 + e2 cos（岳）］
(B.9) 

b1c(r)=qふ＋e2cos(千）］

where q; and QA: are constants independent j and k and they are determined by 
normalization condition, that is，恥（B.2).Since the cross bispectral window 
H(03，出） andthe lag window are a transform pair and thus: 

”̀ H(!l叫）＝竿勺E(e1 + e2 cos(~ (2-x-)3 
~ (e1 + e2 cos(-=-)) cos（△t郎）］

m 
9=―”己

” 
x［区（

-x-k 
e1 + e2COS(~))cos（△tk出）］ （B.10) 

n 
k=―” 

This result shows that the cross bispectral window is real and symmetric 
in j and k, and is continuous in 111 and 112. The window also has a period of 
0=五△t. 

Unknown constants q; and q1c can be determined from normalization condi-
tion, Eq.(B~2) as: 

△t 
叩 k=｛ 

(e1 + e2) 
}2 (B.11) 

Then the estimate of the cross bispectral averages becomes: 

¢⑬,112) 
△t ”し”

＝ ｛ 
21r(e1 + e2) 

}2区区（釘十e2cos(~))(e1 + e2 cos（竺））
j=-mk=-n 

厨 l2k1
x exp{i1r（百＋下ー）｝万苓r,'(n+ j)r,'(n -j)X'(n + k) (B.12) 



Multiplying • n1• • !12 in the above equation and summing over all values of 11 
and 12, the integration of the cross bispectrum approaches the following form: 

1 1 1 
△0心船I:6（糾％）＝ 411"項（0,0)[1+ —+—+--+ 0(---

1 bi C(n1, ~) = 411";! R(o, 0)[1 + ~ + i; + ~ + o(~)] 

(B.13) 

Thus the estimate of the cross bispectrum has a error. But the error is small 
compared with the true value and is negligible for practical values of m and n. 
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Appendix C 

Viscous drift force acting 
on a vertical circular 
cylinder with small 
diameter 

The forces on a small vertical cylinder due to waves is represented by the Morison 
equation. For a unit length of the submerged portion of the cylinder, the force 
is given by: 

fz = 
Cmp?rD2 

4 
u+ 

pDCd 

2 
ulul (C.1) 

where u is a horizontal component of wave particle velocities, D is a diameter 
of the cylinder, and Gm and Gd are inertia and drag coefficients. 

If current is not included and・ the linear wave theory can be applied, a sur-
face elevation ((t) and the horizontal component of wave particle velocities are 
represented in the following form: 

く(t)
Hw 

＝一coswt 
2 

(C.2) 

u(t) ＝午exp（心）coswt (C.3) 

where Hw is a wave height, "'is a wave number, and w is a circular wave 
frequency. 

Substituting the equations (C.2) and (C.3) into (C.1), the horizontal force 
acting on the vertical cylinder can be expressed as: 

Fs = [, fsdz 
-h 



＝ ［一
、 Cm1rp炉 Hw/'i,g. cdpDHとw2

8 
sin wt+ 

8 
cos wtl cos wtl] 

x{ 
exp(/'i,() -exp(-/'i,h) 

/'i, ｝ （C.4) 

Thus if it is邸 sumedthat/'i,＜< 1, Fz can be divided into the following two 
parts(FP) and FP)): 

Fi (1) ＝ ［一
Cm1rpD噴占 知 DH詞

8 
sin wt+ 

8 
cos wtl cos wtl] 

x{ 
1 -exp(-/'i,h) 

} (C.5) 
K; 

Fi (2) ＝ ［一
Cm1rpD噴 ”/'i,g. cdpDHとw2

8 
sin wt+ 

8 
cos wtl cos wtl]C (C.6) 

F(1) 

where ~ is the force per section area integrated over -h to 0.0 with respect to 
(2) z. It expresses a first order force when/'i,(= 0(e:). And F1~'indicates a higher 

order force and it does not depend on the draft. In ~ェ， the most import叫
term for the drift force is FJ2), which c皿 alsobe represented by the alternative 
form like: 

Fj2) = !~ lz=O x( (C.7) 

Namely this is the product of the wave elevation (and the horizontal force per 
unit length at the still water surface, that is, it is the wave force integrated over 
the range from the still water surface to the instantaneous wave surface when 
the horizontal wave particle velocity is distributed as shown by Fig.(C-1). Thus 
the force expressed by恥．（C.7) is called a "free surface force". 

Since the linear wave theory is applicable only for infinite~imal wave am.pli-
tudes and it is valid up to the still water level, extension of expression for the 
water particle kinematics up to the free surface of a finite amplitude wave is 
questionable. Therefore in order to exactly discuss, it is necessary to use the 
finite wave am.plitude theory. But since our interest is to study fund四 nental
characteristics of a viscous drift force, we dare to use the linear wave theory. 

By using the Hilbert transform, an out-of-phase component of the surface 
elevation (can be expressed by: 

1 •OO((T) 
n(t) ＝ --f — dT 

7r -OO(t -T) 
(C.8) 

Then the horizontal velocity component u0 on z = 0 is given by the derivative 
of rJ邸 follows:

勁＝り(t)＝： J-OOOO (tくり戸 (C.9) 

And similarly the horizontal acceleration becomes: 

do=り(t)＝ -: J-OOOO (tくり戸 (C.10) 
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From the characteristics of the Hilbert transform, it is easily found that uo is in 
phase with (, and u。outof phase with it. 

It is well known that Cd and Gm in the Morison equation are the functions 
of the Keulegan-Carpenter number and the Reynolds number. In addition, we 
may assume that these hydrodynamic force coefficients can also be represented 
by a function of wave frequency. 

砂＝［の(r)uo(t-r)dr + J.ぬ(r)uo(t:...r)luo(t -r)ldr (C.11) 

is system representation for Eq.(C.7), F~ (2) Similarly applying thi 

か（t）＝1の（哨o(t-r)((t -r)dr 

has: 

+1釦 (r)uo(t-r)luo(t -r)l((t -T)む (C.12)

Now, by using the equivalent linearization technique, uoluol can be approxi-
mated in the following forms: 

i) in the case that (is a regular wave process, 

4?r.凡 w
uoluol = auo = 

3 
uo 

ii). in the case that (is a Gaussian random process, 

叫 ol=<mo=/f;び髯ouo
7 

where u..。isthe standard deviation of uo. 

(C.13) 

(C.14) 

Since a is a function of wave frequency,・ it can be included in the system 
function h2. Thus Eq.(C.12) can be rewritten as: 

が（t)＝／01(r)加(t-r)C(t -r)dr + 崎）uo(t-r)C(t -r)dr (C.15) IT 
From th_e relationship betwe_en u0 and (, the second term on :rig}ti hand side 
of the above equation includes a slowly varying drift force buかthefirst term 
does not. Hereafter we shall consider only the second term in Eq.(C.15). From 
Eq.(C.9),then, the second term can be represented in the following form: 

埒 (t)＝LII加(n)
~ lr1 lr~ 伍ー巧）

2(（t -町）（（t-乃）dr1d乃 (C.16)

If we define the new function D2 by 

1 r h2(-r1) , h吠乃）
釦 (T1心） ＝一［ ＋ ］ 

21r（乃十町）2 臼＋-r1)2
(C.17) 



FJ~) indicates the second term in Volterra functional series, that is, g2 is equiv-
alent to the quadratic impulse response function. Using the Fourier transform 
of generalized function 3) as 

JOO X―me―i疇＝一~sgn(y),-OO (m -1)！ 
(C.18) 

the Fourier transform・ of恥．（C.17)becomes: 

1 
G2(w1, w2) = illw2l,Q(w1 -w2) + lw1IQ(w1 -w2)) (C.19) 

where Q is the Fourier transform i:>f h;. 
Finally, the quadratic transfer function of slowly varying drift force due to 

viscous effect can・ be r~presented by: 

1 
G2(w1, -wt)＝ー[lw2IQ(w1+w2) + lw1IQ(w1 + w2)) ・ (C.20) 

4 

If the drag coefficients Cd does not dep~nd on the wave frequency and the ~aves 
are the combined regular waves with ・. two frequencies, the quadratic transfer 

function G2 is proportional to the square of mean frequency of two wave compo-
nents. And if the wave system consists of a single-:freq~ency wave, G2 becomes: 

HW¥2 か
伍 (w,-w)（―-） ＝ --w 2 

2 12 
Cdp1rDw (C.21) 

This result agree with the result obtained by Standing and the others4>, that is, 

the viscous steady drift force is proportional to the wave amplitude to the third 
power. 
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Appendix D 

On the effect of exciting 
short period disturbances 
on the・ free and forced 
oscillations for the system 
with nonlinear damping 

Free oscillation tests have been used for measuring the dam.ping coefficient of a 
ship or a floating o:ffshore structure. Especially, since moored o:ffshore structures 
have a long natural period in surge motion in general and the damping force 
is very small at this period, the experiment_ is one of the best ways to get the 
dam.ping force. 

This appendix shows the analytical results on the infi uence of exciting high 
frequency disturbances on free and forced oscillations for the system, the damp-
ing force of which is assumed proportional to the square of velocity, and it 
concludes that the damping force coefficients increase by the exciting high fre-
quency disturbances. 

D.1 Free oscillation in regular high frequency 
exciting disturbance 

The free oscillation equation including exciting disturbance E(t) is described in 
the following equation: 

Mえ＋NXIXI+ KX  = E(t) (D.1) 



where Mis the total mass coefficient, N is the damping force coefficient, K the 
spring constant, and the dots represent the derivatives with respect to time. 

Considering図 (D.1)in the time when X becomes a negative value, replac-
ing Eby (3M cos(net) and dividing the both side of Eq.(D.1) by M,恥（D.1)
becomes as follows: 

え— a炉＋ n2X=(3cos（い） (D.2) 

where a= J，炉＝ i,and n and ne are unequal. 
If a is small, the solution of Eq.(D.2) and炉 canbe expanded by a. Namely, 

X and炉 areexpressed in the following form: 

X = Xo + aふ＋＆ふ＋…

(D.3)ぃ

n2 = n~ + anr + a2n~ ＋・・・

Substituting Eq.(D.3) into Eq.(D.2) and ordering Eq.(D.2) in term a. 

0(1): ふ＋ n~X。 ={3cos(net) (D.4) 

O(a): ふ＋ n訊＝ XJ-n~X。 (D.5)
0（＆）：ふ＋ n訊＝一n~X1 -n~X。 +2xふ (D.6)

If the initial conditions of Eq.(D.2) are X = 0 and X = a, the initial conditions 
corresponding to Eq.(D.4), (D.5), and (D.6) are as follows: 

X。=a,X。=0 

ふ＝ 0,ふ＝ 0

X2 = O,X2 = 0 

(D.7) 

Accordingly, if the resonance phenomena do not.occur・ and the ratio between 
the natural frequency no and the frequency of exciting disturbance ne is large 
enough, the period of one cycle and the decaying ratio of amplitude an are 
obtained approximately by: 

an+l..,,4a, 2伊--＝ 1 + a(—＋ー）
a”33ak2  

(D.8) 

where /J =各 andk＝ビ・ FromEq.(D.8) it is found that the exciting distur-
% 

bance exerts an influence on the decaying ratio of amplitude.and the period of 
one cycle. Thus, in the case of measuring the damping coefficient from the result 
of free oscillation test, we must use the amplitude which satisfies the following 
relation: 

a”> 
B 

J"i,n1 ne 
(D.9) 
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Let us confirm the above result by the numerical calculation. As a free oscillation 
equation, we consider the following equation: 

え＋XIXI+ 9X = f3 sin(30t) (D.10) 

The numerical results calculated for both{3 ＝0 and{3 ＝10 by use of Runge-
Kutta-Gill method when the initial conditions are X = 0 and X = 1 are shown 
in Fig.D.1. From this figure it is found that the decay of amplitude in exciting 
disturbance is larger than that in still water. Furthermore it is confirmed that 
the effect of exciting disturbance occurs within 

a露::;;0.08 (D.11) 

calculated by Eq.(D.9). 

D.2 Forced oscillation in exciting disturbance 

When the regular and irregular exciting disturbances are added into the oscilla-
tion system with nonlinear damping force, the di:fferential equation of oscillation 
can be expressed in the following form: 

Mえ＋J(X)+KX＝瓦（t)＋比(t) (D.12) 

where M, N and Kare the same coefficients in the previous section, J (X) is the 
nonlinear damping force and E1 and Ei are the regular and irregular exciting 
disturbances, respectively. 

If the nonlinearity of Eq.(D.12) is not so strong, it is considered that the 
response of Eq.(D.12) can be represented in sum of the linear responses due to 
E1 and E2. Namely, if z1 and z2 are the linear velocity responses due to El 
and E2 respectively, the nonlinear velocity response may be expressed in the 
following ・representation: 

f(z1 +吟） ～K1Z1 + K匹 2

So, we consider the following functional 

J = E[(NJ(z1五）一 K,1Z1-'K,匹）21

(D.13) 

(D.14) 

and determine/'i,1 and心 suchthat minimize J, that is, we shall apply the so-
called equivalent linea.rization method~ Then the Equivalent Linearized Damp-
ing (E.L.D.) coefficients K.1 and K.2 a.re given as follows: 

E[z1f(z1＋吟）］
/'i,1 = 

E[zf] 
1 OO OO ＝可[」-OO叫 (z1＋硲）Plい）P2(z2)dz,d吟 (D.15)



E[z2f (z1 + z2)] 
心＝

E[z3] ＇ 

1「1_:z2f(z1 + z2)P1(zt)p2(z2)dz: ＝方道（Z1+吟）P1(z1.)p2(z2)dz1dz2 (D.16) 
(J'2-OO -OO 

where E[•] denotes the expectation,. p、(i= 1, 2). are the probability density 
functions of z,(i = 1, 2) and(J't(i = 1, 2) are the mean square of z,(i = 1, 2). 
By use of the characteristic function </>, for z、andth,e Fourier transform F for 
f (z,), Eqs.(D.15) and (D.16) can be rewritten in the form: 

町＝ーニJOOF(iw)¢K生 dw (j, k = 1, 2, j ¢ k) (D.17) 
271"(J'2 

J J-00  
dw 

where 

釘(W)=/OOexp（五）P;(z;)dz for j = 1, 2 
-oo 

F(9.w)＝／OO exp(丑iwx)J（砂）dと
9-OO 

½~t ~-snow apply for the_ osdllation:sys~em with nonlinear damping force J (X) = 
Z1 is Asin(wt) and¥z:;?is the,zero-rnean stationary Gaussian process, Xばl9.If • ()‘  

the E.L.D. c・oefficients /'i,1 and心 aregiven by: 

8 °°Jl(Aw) (J'3w2 
/'i,1＝コ／ exp(-―)dw (D.18) 。 w3 2 

4 °°Jo(Aw) 2 2 四 W
/'i,2= -—exp(-~)dw (D.19) 

'， T l研 2

where Jo and J1 are the Bessel functions of the fist kind. 
Considering the following relation 

J。OOみ(at)exp(-b平）t"'-1dt = 
r（告一告＋ 1） a2 

2b町 (ll十1)
exp(-7z"? 

4b2 ） 

2 a ll μ a 
x(-）J11凡(---+ 1; ll十 1;7i?")(D.20) 

2b 2 2'4b2  

Eqs.(D.18) and (D.19) can be expressed in the form: 

fi,liexp(—羞）1凡（2.5; 2；王
2 叫

心＝喜び2exp（一ど訊（1.5;1；竺）
T 203 2吋

(D.21) 

(D.22) 
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where r is the Gamma function and 1凡 isthe confluent hypergeometric function5>. 
From Eqs.(D.21) and (D.22) it is found that the E.L.D. coefficients change with 
the energy ratio between z1 and z2. 

When a>,y, the asymptotic expansion of 1凡(a;,y;z) for the large value of 
lzl is as follows: 

1凡(a;7;z)

Accordingly, when ~ > l, 

r(,.,) ~— exp(z)z a-7 

r(a) 

8A 
kl ~-

3?r 
4A 

ん2~-”. 
The result of恥 (D.24)is identical with that of only E1・

When奇<1, 

(D.23) 

(D.24) 

(D.25) 

kl＝心～凸 (D.26)7.  

This result coincides with the result for pure Gaussian input E2. Figures D.2 
and D.3 show the calculated results of K-1 and K-2. From these:figures it is 
found that the interaction effect due to two exciting disturbances on the E.L.D. 
coefficients is large. The energy dissipation consumed by nonlinear damping 
can be expressed as follows: 

万

When奇>1, 

A2 
= K.1ー 2 

2 
＋如2

＝ド吟exp（一王)1凡(2.5;1；王;o-~ exp(-~)iF1 (2.5; 1; ~) 

万
4 ~ -A3 
31r 

(D.27) 

(D.28) 

In this case, the energy dissipation consumed by nonline四 dampingis identic叫
with that due to the sinusoidal exciting disturbance. When 6 < 1, 

万～孔吟 (D.29) 

This result coincides with the energy dissipation due to random exciting dis-
turbance. The calculated result of Eq.(D.27) is shown in Fig.D.4. From this 
:figure it is found that the energy dissipation due to two exciting disturbances 
is larger than that due to pure regular exciting disturbance, further than the 
sum of the energy dissipations due to regular and irregular exciting disturbances 
respectively. 



Appendix E 

Instantaneous p.d.f. of 
total second order response 
based on the Kac & Siegert 
theory 

We shall consider a second order functional series as: 

X(t) =／紐）((t-r)d→ f f的（→)((t-咄 (t-r2)dr1d乃
r1 Jr2 

(E.1) 
三 X(1)＋X(2) (E.2) 

Now considering ((t) as transformed "white noise" process, and denoting by 
q(t) the. appropriate impulse response function of the linear filter giving ((t) 
from white :t1,oise process W(t), it follows that 

00 

く(t)= L: q(r)W(t -r)dr 
-oo 

(E.3) 

where q(r) is a weighting function and W(t) is a unit white noise which satisfies: 

E[W(t)W(t -r)] = 6(r) (E.4) 

Substituting ((t) as given by Eq.(E.3) into Eq.(E.1), we get the following rela-
tions: . 00 

砂（t)＝／駈）W(t-r)む

゜
(E.5) 
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where 

駈）＝ J.0001 (s)q(r -s)ds 

゜
(E.6) 

and 
00 00 

x(2)(t) ＝ff州→）W(t-r1)W(t -r2)dr1dr2 (E.7) 
0 JO 

where 

如 ,r2)＝「JOOぬ(U,o)q(Tl-u)q（乃ー v)d叫 (E.8) 
0 JO 

Since q, o1, and o2 should be filter functions with physical causality, they must 
vanish at infinity;, and for practical purpose t,hey may be considered zero outside 
a bounded region/ Thus we sitall considet t, which'is sufficiently large, as the 
integral upper limit of the above equations. 

Now, we shall c~nsider the following integral equation : 

JT K2（→）A(11)dy = U(x) (E.9) 

゜Then this integral equation becomes the Fredholm type integral equation. Since 
k2(x,y) is symmetric kernels, it can be shown from the Fredholm type integral 
equation theory6> that 

1) the eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenfunctions exist, 

2) the eigenfunctions are mu tu ally orthonormal, 

3) the eigenvalues are all real, 

4) the Mercer's theorem can be applied to express the positive semi -definite 
kernel as 

00 
柘（→)＝こ如如）ふ(y)

i=1 

Substituting the above relation into the Eq.(E.7), we h~ve: 

OO OO 
砂 (t)＝r:>-,[/.ふ(T)W(t-T)dT]2 

If the stochastic process W.(t), i = 1, 2,..., are defined as 

T 

W,(t) = !..,_ W(t -T)ふ(r)dr

゜Eq.(E.11) becomes 
00 

x(2)（t)＝区ふWl(t)
i=l 

(E.10) 

(E.11) 

(E.12) 

(E.13) 



Furthermore from the relation (E.3) and the orthonormality of Ai-, it can be 
seen that 

E[Wヽ(t)W;(t)]= o ・. for if. j (E.14) 

This means that Wi(t) and W;(t) are uncorrelated random variables and there-
fore independent, since they are Gaussian, and that E[Wl(t)] = 1, {w;サisthe 
family of the standard Gaussian random variables. 

Similarly we expand the kernel k1 in terms of the eigenfunctions｛ふ｝ as

00 

k1(r)＝区叫(r)
i=l 

(E.15) 

where 
T 

Ci=／駈）ふ(r)dr

゜
(E.16) 

Then substituting Eq.(E.15) into Eq.(E.5) we have: 

00 

X(1>(t)＝区Ci訊 (t)
i=l 

(E~17) 

This leads to the following decomposition of the total second order response 
process: 

00 

X(t)＝L(c況（t)＋ふWl(t))
i=l 

(E.18) 

The instantaneous p.d.f. can be obtained from the inverse Fourier transform of 
its characteristic function. The characteristic function is defined by 

00 

叙(~)= E[exp(iOX)] = IT E[exp{iO(c;閉＋入iwf)｝］ （E.19) 
j=l 

Since W; have the p.d.f邸

1 丑
Pwj(x) =—— exp(-~ 

ぷ 2
） (E.20) 

by using the following identity: 

!-OOOOexp（如ー、号）d←＝侭exp（玉） for a> 0 (E.21) 

the characteristic function can be rewritten as 

°° c2炉
叙 (O)＝II 1'. 

J. ＝ 1』戸
'exp[- ＇］ 

2(1 -2ag) 
(E.22) 
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By the inverse Fourier transform of the characteristic function the instantaneous 
p.d.f. becomes: 

1 
px（ェ）＝石／00¢x(O)exp（一面）d0

-oo 

(E.23) 

Next we shall consider the integral equation (E.9). It can be simplified by 
defining 

加(t)= LT q(u -t)ふ(u)du,

゜
O < t < T (E.24) 

Then the integral equation (E.9) can be rewritten as 

ITら(t,u)如(U)du＝屈（t)

゜
(E.25) 

where 
T 

柘(t,u)=1J. R,(t-r)g2(r,u)dr 

゜
(E.26) 

The new set of eigenfunctions｛炒サ willsatisfy the following normalization re-
lation 

「J二伝，乃）如）も(r2)dr1伍＝ふ妬 (E.27) 
0 JO 

where妬 isthe Kronecker delta and the param.eters c; are determined by 

c; = J.T釦 (r)如(r)dr

゜
(E.28) 

If the time domain kernel 02（町．9乃） isknown, the integral equation may be 
solved to obtain eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. However, it seems. to be more 
common to obtain these values and functions in frequency domain than to do 
in time domain. For this・ purpose we define the Fourier transform of炒i(t)邸

飢(W)＝土J-0000ゆ;(t)exp(-iwt)dt 

Then we obtain the frequency domain integral equation as follows: 

J00知）G2(w,-v)飢(v)dv＝心（W）
-oo 

w~ere S<(w) is the two-side wave spectrum. 
Equation (E.30) may be rewritten as 

J00 k(W,v)叱(v)dv＝入ふ(W)
-oo 

(E.29) 

(E.30) 

(E.31) 



where the kernel K (w, v) is defined by 

K(w,v)＝長て属詞G2(w,-v) (E.32) 

and the eigenfunctions叱(w)by 

叱(w)＝戸飢(w) (E.33) 

Since G2 is symmetric, it follows that K(w, v) = K(v, w), that is, l{(w, v) is the 
Hermitian. Since the eigenfunctions Ai are all real,重i(-w)＝町(w)and the 
normalization condition is 

/00知）町(w)dw= 6ij 
-OO 

(E.34) 

Equation (E.28) for Ci becomes 

00 
Ci = /-00伍 (w)叫町(w)dw (E.35) 
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Appendix F 

s·tatistic•aI ・moments of 
total second. order response 

The total second order response can be represented in the following two forms: 

X(t) =［の(r)((t-r)d→ I Iぬ(-r臼）((t-咄（t-乃）d叫
Tl JT2 

(F.1) 

or 
00 

＝I:(c,＋入、既）W、
i=1 

(F.2) 

From Eq.(F.2) the expected values up to third order are given as follows: 

E[X) ＝区誼[Wl]＋Lc,E[~] ・ (F.3) 

E[X町＝区ciCiE[W叫］＋区凸E[WiWl] (F.4) 

E[X3) ＝こ如四E[W,W;W1]＋区c心cKE[Wiw]WK]

＋こ岳c1E[WlW;W1)+区入山cKE[WfW紐な］

＋こばiふE[W叫 W月＋区叫内E[W吊四Wf]

＋こふc占 E[WfW；W月＋こ入入山E[WfWfW月 （F.5) 

Since Wi (i = 1,..., oo) are the standard Gaussian variables with mutual inde-
pendence, the following relations 7) are satisfied: 

E[Wi] 

E[W川ケ］

=O 

= 6ij 
(F.6) 

(F.7) 



E[WiW;W1c] 

E[Wi閉WkWl]

E[Wi閉 W況 Wm]

E[Wi閉W1cW1匹 Wn]

=O 

＝妬如十 6ik6il+ 6il如

=O 

= 6ii6kl6m”+ 6ij6km妬＋妬6k”6Im

十6ik6il6m” 十紐6im妬＋紐妬6Im

+.6il紐6m"＋ 6il6im6k”+ 6il炉6km

+6im紐妬＋ 6im6il6k”+ 6im如6kl

＋如紐6lm＋如6il6圧＋如6im6kl

(F.8) 

(F.9) 

(F.10) 

for i,j,k,1,m,n = 1,··•,oo (F.11) 

where妬 isthe Kronecker delta. 
Using the above relations, the mean value X or E[X], the variance咋 or

Var[X], and the skewness (✓/町） are obtained as 

X =E(X]＝こふ (F.12) 

咋 ＝Var[X] = E[X平炉＝ I:ct+ 2区昇 （F.13) 

犀吐＝E[X3]-3E［炉］E(X]+ 2(E[X])3 :::: 8 L村＋6区c訊

(F.14) 

While from恥．（F.1)the expected values are written四：

E[X] = Iゎ j蝉（→）R¢(T2-Tl)(F.15)  

E(X可 ＝い！螂（r1)g1（乃）＆（乃一巧）

+Jゎ・・・I蜘 (r1,囁 (r3,r4)

x(Rく（乃一町）R＜伍ー叫＋＆（乃ー T3)&（町一 r4)

+＆（T2 -T4)Rく伍ー乃）］

E[X汀＝Jdr1 ・••J崎（→）の（乃）g1伍）

x[6R<(r; -r1)R<(r1 -r4) + 3R＜伍ー町）＆（74-73)] 

+[j d71 j蝉 (T臼）＆（72-71)]3 

+jわ・.• J蜘（和囁(73,囁 （ 知 叫

x[6Rく伍— 71)R<(76 --73)R＜伍ー 74)

+8Rc (73 -71)＆（冗一乃）＆（T6-T4)］ 

(F.16) 

(F.17) 
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Transforming Eqs.(F.15), (F.16) and (F.17) to frequency domain we get: 

X = j dwG2(w, -w)S<(w). (F.18) 

9灸＝／dwl伍 (w)|2S<(w)

+jdw1/dw砂 (w1心）I淡（憂（ウ） （F.19) 

叫 ＝6に／dw2伍（一叱）伍（ゥ）の(w1心）S心）坂(w2)

+8 / dw1 j dw2 j dw3伍(w心）G；(W2心）の(w3,-w1) 

X坂(w1)坂(w2)坂(w3) (F.20) 

where* denotes the complex conjugate. 

Cross and Auto spectra 

Take the cross correlation function between the nonlinear response process X(t) 
and the Gaussian wave process ((t) as follows: 

E[(X(t) -X)((t --r)] ＝／わ如）E[((t--r1)((t...,. -r)] 

+ j dr1 j蝉（-r1,-r2)E［く（t-巧）z(t-咄 (t--r)) 

-XE[((t --r)) (F.21) 

Since the wave process is defined to be zero-mean, the last two terms are zero. 
Thus: 

E[(X(t) -X)((t -r)]＝／虹（巧）E[((t呵）（（t-r1)] (F.22) 

This means that the cross spectrum involves only the first term in the func-
tional series (F.1), and thus that the linear transfer function G1 is derivable by 
standard cross spectrum technique by Fourier transform. Denoting the cross 
spectrum as Sx<(w); then we get 

知 (w)＝伍(w)・ S<(w) 

Next, taking the auto correlation function of X(t): 

E[(X(t) -X)(X(t + r) -X)] 

= J dr1 J蜘（囁（叫E[((t-rぷ（t+r-叫］

(F.23) 



+ jわ・ •.j細(m囁(r3, r4) 
xE[((t -r1)く(t-r2)((t + r -r3)((t + r -r4)] 

ー炉 (F.24) 

and using the factorization relation 7) for higher order moments of Gaussian 
processes a.s: 

E[Xふ Xふ］＝ E[Xふ］E[Xふ］＋E[Xふ］E[Xふ］＋E[Xふ］E[Xふ］
(F.25) 

we obtain 

Rxx(r) =／ゎ／蜘(n)g心）＆（T＋T1一乃）

＋ ／わ・.・ I伍 g恥，囁（巧心）

x[R<(r十巧ー T3)＆（T十乃ー r4)

+R<(r十町一 r4)R<(r+ r2ー叫］ （F.26) 

The au to power spectrum is the Fourier transform of Rx x and is computed 
from the Wiener-Khintchine relations as 

Sx(w) = IG1(w)I啜(w)+ 2 / dv|の(w-v, v)I梵 (w-V)妥(v) (F.27) 
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Table 3.1 Prmcipal dimensions Table 3.2 Experimental results of free 
damping oscillation tests 誓 2

ITEMS ACTUAL MODEL 

BLenDmi,p叫gllacchth(m(而ml) nt(t) 

30.0 2.10 
20.0 1.40 
527.5 0.168 

in sea. wa.ter in water 

DKrGa(fmt(m) ) 5.5 0.385 
6.8 0.33 

kml 43.7%L 44.0%L 
GM,(m) 4.8 0.269 
Scale ratio 1.0 9 』1っ

Mooring system Chain eaten紅 y Linear spring 

Table 3.3 Statistical values of irregular waves 

WAVE STATISTICAL SPECTRAL D~RATION 
COND. Variance 

似 Tzcァ mo 
4foo (m) 

T01 TIME 
No. (mり (sec) (mり (sec) (hour) 

1 0.2527 1.954 7.888 0.2396 1.958 8.038 2.84 

(0.00124) (0.1366) (2.086) {0.00172) (0.1369) (2.126) (0.75) 

2 0.2311 1.869 6.562 0.238 1.952 6.628 2.84 

(0.00113) (0.1307) (1.735) (0.00116) {0.1365) (1.753) (0.75) 

3 0.2502 1.957 5.477 0.2568 2.027 5.606 2.84 
(0.00122) (0.1368) (1.448) (0.00126) (0.1417) (1.482) (0.75) 

4 . 0.3047 2.219 5.006 0.3104 2.229 5.045 5.67 

(0.00149) (0.1552) {1.324) (0脅00152) (0.1559) (1.334) (1.5) 

() in Model Scale 
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Table 3.4 Numerical tables of the quadratic transfer function of slowly varying 
drift force where w = w✓万万 and Dis the diameter of a column 

~{G~(w酎芍）｝

Wi 0i 
， 

0.2199 .2687 .3176 .3665 .4154 .4543 .5131 .5620 .6109 .6597 .7086 .7575 .8064 .8553 .9041 
.2199 -.000293 -.000633 -.002154 -.00465 -.00988 —.01737 -.024 -.0246 -.0154 .00238 .02738 .049 .0464 .0211 -.0362 
.2687 -.000633 -.000266 -.000565 -.001045 —.00224 -.0042Q -.00636 -.00625 -.00214 .00357 .01016 .0178 .01684 ,00456 c.01048 
.3176 -.002154 -~000565 -.000509 -.000801 -.001504 -.00278 -.00416 -.00471 ~.00441 -.00237 .0065 .01941 .01547 -.003691 -.01318 
.3665 -.00465 -.001045 -.000801 -.00167 -.002967 s.004986 -.00702 —•00742 -.00_578 -.00279 .00626 .021 .01995 .00399 .00101 
.4154 -.009郎 •.00224 —,001504 -.002967 -.00475 —.007324 -.0098 -.01046 -.00928 -.00646 .0045 .02227 .0212 ,.00558 .0107 
.4643 -.01737 -.00426 -.00278 -.004986 -.007324 -.0105 -.01341 -.0144 -.0138 -.01102 .00184 .02⑱ 6 .01793 .00356 .01918 
.5131 -.024 -.00636 -.00416 -.00702 -.0098 -.01341 -.01667 -.01826 -.01878 -.0165 -.00328 .013 .00625 -.00375 .02668 
.562 —.0246 -.00625 -.00471 -.00742 -.01046 -.0144 -.01826 -.02142 -.02442 -.0239 -.01319 -.00455 -.01516 -.01295― .03931 
.6109 -.0154 -.00214 -.00441 -.00578 -.00928 -.0138 -.01878 -.02442 -.0305 -.03184 -.0257 -.0288 -.4171 -;01964 .05657 
.6597 .00238 .00357 -.00237 -.00279 -.00646 •• 01102 —.01649 -.0239 -.03184 —.03461 •• 03711 -.0594 -.07921 -.0408 ,0504 
.7086 ;027邸 .01016 .0065 .00626 .0045 .00184 -.00328 -.01319 -.0257 -.03711 -.06273 -.1191 -.1559 .;.111 -.0111 
.7676 .049 .0178 .01941 .021 .02227 .02086 .013 -.00455 -.0288 -.0594 -.1191 -.20833 -.2479 -.1881 —.07609 
.8064 .0464 .01684 .01547 .01995 .0212 .01793 .00625 -.01516 -.04171 -.07921 -.1559 -.2479 -.26064 -.181 —.08084 
.8553 .0211 .00456 -.003691 .00399 .00558 .00356 -.00375 -.01295 -.01964 -.0408 -.111 -.1881 -.181 -.12043 -.0795 
.9041 -.0362 -.01048 -.01318 .00101 .0107 .1918 .02668 .03931 .05657 .05田 -.0111 -.07609 -.08084 -.0795 -.1059 

S'{ G{(wi, -w;)} 

,;,、 0i 
0.2199 .2687 .3176 .3665 .4154 .4543 .5131 .5620 .6109 .6597 .7086 .7575 .8064 .8553 .9041 

.2199 .o -.01886 -.00080 -.03595 -.05041 -.05470 —.0444 -.02034 ,00966 .03532 .04695 .0322冒 -.00137 -.04963 -.0915 

.2邸7 .01886 .0 .00782 -.0112 -.02149 -;0274 一．0244 -.00965 .01334 .03638 .05063 .04024 .00129 —.05029 -.07833 

.3176 .00080 』-.00782 .00 -.00771 -.00946 -.01153 -.01430 -.01685 -.01596 ~.00576 .01377 .02379 .01342 -.01031 -.04245 

.3665 .03595 .0112 .00771 .00 -.00656 -.01214 -.01468 ~.01261 —.0057.2 .00718 .02416 .02634 .00751 -.01437 -.03581 

.4154 .05041 ;02149 .00946 .00656 .oo -.00626 -.01014 -.01083 -.00801 .00104 .01~75 .01727 .00366 -.00250 -.01466 

.4643 .05470 .02740 .01153 .01214 .00626 .oo -.00497 -.00845 -.01006 -.00552 .00525 .00477 -.00229 ,01013 .0075 

.5131 .o4“ .0244 .0143 •. 01468 .01014 .00497 .oo -.00523 -.01011 -;00980 -.00492 s.00964 -.01034 .01973 .02361 
.562 -.02034 .00965 .01685 .01261 .01083 .00845 .00523 .00 -.00648 -.0104 -.01454 -.02629 -.02103 .02381 .03055 
.6109 -.00966 呻．01334 .01596 .00572 .00801 .01006 .01011 .00648 .oo -.00807 -.02354 -.04198 •• 02724 .03224 .04023 
.6597 •• 03$32 -.03638 .00576 -.00718 -.00104 .00552 .00980 .0104, •.00807 鼻00 -.02226 -.03937 -.00892 .06155 .06197 
.7086 -.04695 ~.05063 -.01377 -.02416 -.01575 -.00525 .00492 .01454 .02354 ,0226 .oo -.00971 .02979 .08913 .06230 
.7575 -,03220 -.04024 -.02379 -.02634 -.01727 -.00477 .00964 .02629 .04198 .03937 .00971 .oo .02936 .0500 -.00436 
.8064 .00137 —.00129 -.01342 ~-00751 -.00365 .00229 .01031 .02103 .02724 .00892 —.02979 -.02936 .00 -.00417 -.0589 
.8553 .04963 .05029 .01031 .01437 .00250 -.01013 -.01973 •• 02381 -.03224 -.06155 -.08913 -.0500 .00417 .oo -.0399 
.9041 .09~50 .07833 .04245 .03認l .01466 -.0075 -.02361 -.03055 -.04023 -.06197 -.06230 .00436 .0589 .0399 .00 

Table 3.5 Comparisons with hydrodynamic 
coefficients in still water and in 
slow drift oscillations 

Wave cond. I M1 + m11/M1 + mu 
2 I 1.0 

3 I 0.89 

4 I 0.87 

ー
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Table 4.1 Principal dimensions of 2-D structures 

Items Case No. 
No.1 No.2 No.3 

Structure type Circular Circular Rectangular 

Beam or Diameter 20m 20m 20m 

Draft (d) 10m 10m 10m 

Total Mass (Mげ mn) 3.21 X 105 kg/m 3.21 x 105 kg/m 3.21 x 105 kg/m 

Undamped natural freq. (wo) 0.06 ra,,d/sec 0.06 rad/sec 0.06 rad/sec 

Relative damping coef. (K-) 3.0 X 10→ 0.1 0.1 

Table 4.2 Quadratic transfer function for circular cylinder in 

beam sea where 

w=w犀 andd is the draft 

Numerical Calculation of況｛生培戸均
Wj 0; 

1.25 1.18 1.12 1.06 0.95 0.89 0.84 0.65 
1.25 0.308 0.285 0.259 0.25 0.24 0.24 0.233 0.256 

1.18 0.285 0.314 0.308 0.292 0.277 0.246 0.234 0.254 

1.12 0.239 0.308 0.338 0.34 0.324 0.267 0.234 0.247 

1.06 0.25 0.292 0.34 0.368 0.367 0.301 0.245 0.243 

0.95 0.25 0.277 o.~24 0.367 0.383 0.329 0.257 0.241 

0.89 0.24 0.246 0.267 0.301 0.329 0.303 0.227 0.195 

0.84 0.233 0.234 0.234 0.245 0.257 0.277 0.147 0.105 

0.65 0.256 0.234 0.247 0.243 0.241 0.195 0.105 0.051 

Numerical Calculation of SC{~} 

初 w・ 
1.25 1.18 1.12 1.06 0.95 0.89 0.84 0.65 

1.25 0.0 0.043 0.059 0.061 0.059 0.069 0.112 0.16 

1.18 -0.043 o.o 0.030 0.038 0.032 0.028 0.066 0.112 

1.12 -0.059 -0.030 0.0 0.015 0.013 0.004 0.041 0.087 

1.06 -0.061 -0.038 -0.015 0.0 0.0 -0.006 0.033 0.082 

0.95 -0.059 -0.032 -0.013 0.0 0.0 -0.004 0.04 0.094 
0.89 -0.069 -0.028 -0.004 0.006 0.004 0.0 0.056 0.129 

0.84 -0.11 -0.066 -0.041 -0.033 -0.04 -0.056 0.0 0.09 

0.65 -0.16 -0.112 -0.087 -0.082 -0.094 -0.129 -0.09 0.0 
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Table 4.3 Quadratic transfer function for rectangular 
cylinder in beam sea 

必

1. 2 5 

1. 1 8 

1.12 

0.89 

0.84 

0.79 

0.76 

0.69 

0i 

1.25 

1.18 

1.12 

0.89 

0.84 

0.79 

0.76 

0.69 

where w = w✓可g and d is the draft 

Numerical Calculation of況｛生倍デ勾
0i 

1.25 1.18 1.12 0.89 0.84 0.79 0.76 
0.363 0.317 0.272 0.270 0.286 0.302 0.330 
0.317 0.336 0.305 0.260 0.269 0.264 0.261 
0.272 0.305 0.315 0.245 0.255 0.248 0.228 
0.270 0.260 0.245 0.326 0.339 0.313 0.236 
0.286 0.269 0.355 0.339 0.384 0.380 0.300 
0.302 0.264 0.248 0.313 0.380 0.405 0.337 
0.330 0.261 0.228 0.236 0.300 0.337 0.280 
0.406 0.321 0.258 0.172 0.208 0.234 0.175 

Numerical Calculation of ~｛呼（U；，—u;)
2p, ｝ 

0j 
1.25 1.18 1.12 0.89 0.84 0.79 0.76 
0.0 0.045 0.059 0.050 0.034 0.031 0.049 

-0.045 0.0 0.034 0.024 0.002 -0.021 -0.014 
-0.059 -0.034 0.0 0.009 -0.017 -0.047 -0.048 
-0.050 -0.024 -0.009 0.0 -0.026 -0.086 -0.115 
-0.034 -0.001 0.017 0.026 0.0 -0.068 -0.111 
-0.031 0.021 0.047 0.086 0.068 o.o -0.053 
-0.049 0.014 0.048 0.113 0.111 0.053 0.0 
-0.075 • -0.009 0.021 0.067 0.052 -0.008 -0.068 

Table4•4 Linear transfer function for 
circular structure in beam sea where 

w=w犀 andd is the draft 

らi 択｛芦｝ 3｛芦｝
1.25 0.0495 0.0 
1.18 0.0543 0.0085 
1.12 0.0570 0.0168 
0.89 0.0621 0.0432 
0.84 0.0631 0.0463 
0.79 0.0645 0.0490 
0.76 0.0662 0.0498 
0.69 0.0705 0.0459 

0.69 

0.406 

0.321 

0.25-S 

0.172 

0.208 

0.234 

0.175 

0.059 

0.69 

0.075 

0.009 

-0.021 

-0.067 
-0.052 

0.008 

0.068 

0.0 



Table 4.5 Eigenvalues 

Eigenvalues Wave condition No. 

No. 1 2 3 4 

(m) {m) (m) (m) 

1 ~0.117 -0.2068 -0.3028 -0.3751 

2 0.0455 -0.1391 -0.1749 -0.2494 

3 -0.0636 -0.0810 ~0.1409 -0.2273 

4 0.0253 0.0796 -0.0963 -0.1251 

5 -0.0319 -0.0528 0.1137 0.1379 

6 0.0127 0.0373 0.0657 0.0978 

7 -0.0184 -0.0323 0.0558 0.0853 

8 -0.017 -0.0254 -0.0576 -0.0816 ， -0.0142 .Q.0249 0.0368 0.0456 

10 -0.0105 0.0218 -0.0379 0.0313 

11 0.0072 0.0206 -0.0341 -0.0483 

12 0.0067 0.0114 0.0214 -0.042 

13 0.0061 0.009 0.014 -0.0307 

14 0.0042 0.007 0.0117 -0.0279 

15 -0.0075 -0.0115 -0.0218 4)．0243 
16 -0.0068 -0.0104 -0.0193 0.0188 

17 0.0026 0.0043 -0.0166 0.0152 

18 -0.0041 -0.0063 0.0069 0.0094 

1 9 -0.0036 -0.0059 -0.0114 -0.016 

20 -0.0024 -0.0054 -0.0109 -0.0147 

21 -0.0021 -0.0032 -0.0072 0.0058 

22 -0.0019 -0.0027 -0~0059 -0.0102 

23 0.0016 0.0021 0.0043 -0,0064 

24 0.0009 0.0019 0.0028 0.0027 

Table 4.6 Comparisons of statistical values between estimations and experi-

mental results 
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WAVE Sample estimated Parameters of Gamma p.d.f. 

COND. IE(m[X) ]I 閤 閏 k2 01 (}2 v一1 v一2 

No. (mり (m) (rn) 
1 0.291r,,J0.477 0.162"'0.198 0.380 0.1831 0.03 0.061 8.554 9.307 

2 0.4Q9rv0.57 0.173~0.275 0.746 0.2919 0.0472 0.1132 8.655 10.112 

3 0.607-0.844 0.269"'0. 719 1.220 0. 7254•セ 0.0672 0.1627 10.012 11.276 

4 1.183rvl.327 1.173r..11. 558 1.675 1.294 0.09 0.215 10.3 11.71 

(531) 




